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Buying Intentions and Purchase Probability: I
Introduction
THE empirical analysis in Chapter 2 demonstrated the existence of a very
systematic relation between the proportions of households reporting inten-
tions to buy a particular commodity, given alternative questions about
buying intentions, and the subsequent purchase rates of households classi-
fied as intenders and nonintenders by the alternative questions.Using
the terminology developed above, let:
Pibethe fraction of the ith subsample reporting intentions to buy atthe
beginning of the forecast period, where the ith subsample was asked a
particular question or set of questions about intentions to buy;
x be the fraction of the ith sample purchasing during the forecast period,
i.e., the period over which purchase behavior is to be analyzed;
r. be the fraction of intenders in the ith subsample who bought during
the forecast period;
s. be the fraction of nonintenders in the ith subsample who bought during
the forecast period.
The following empirical generalizations are observable in the data.
First, the fraction of intenders who buy—r,—is always greater than the
fraction of nonintenders who buy—s,—whatever the forecast period
examined or the alternative definitions of intender and nonintender.
Hence, the responses on a survey of buying intentions have behavioral
significance; on the average, the subsequent purchase rates of yes and no
responders do differ.Secondly, the proportion of intenders—p—is neg-
atively correlated with the fraction of both intenders and nonintenders
who purchase; intentions questions with relatively high values of p tend to
have relatively low values of both r and s.Thirdly, the proportion of
intenders is negatively correlated with r —s,that is, with the algebraic
difference in purchase rates between intenders and nonintenders.'The
first two generalizations have already been discussed at length in Chapter
2; the third is documented by Table 8.
The Probability Hypothesis
All three generalizations are consistent with the intuitively plausible
hypothesis that responses to questions about buying intentions are essen-
tially a reflection of the respondent's subjective estimate of his purchase
IThesecond and third generalizations apply only to a comparison among alterna-











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.BUYING INTENTIONS AND PURCHASE PROBABILITY: I
probability, designated Q.Moreprecisely, the statement "I intend [plan]
to buy X within Y months" simply means that the respondent judges that
his probability of purchasing X within Y months is high enough for him to
consider yes a more accurate answer than no, given the particular question
asked.2Moreover, I read the data as suggesting that households have a
rather precise notion as to their purchase probability, given the com-
modity and the time period, and further suggesting that the distribution
of purchase probabilities among households is a continuous function.
The hypothesis that responses to questions about buying intentions reflect
judgments about the respondent's subjective probability of purchase is
essentially a priori—I can think of no other reasonable meaning that
might be attached to the statement that "I intend to buy X within Y
months."The other two parts of the probability hypothesis—that
respondents have relatively precise quantitative notions of their purchase
probability and that the probability function is continuous—are infer-
ences from the data.
Some Alternative Hypotheses
Not only are the data broadly consistent with these hypotheses but they
also clearly contradict some alternative hypotheses.It could be argued,
for example, that households have only the very roughest of notions about
purchase probability, and that any more refined classification than a
simple division into "high-" or "low-probability" groups would be
meaningless.But if that were so it would be observed that either (1) the
proportion of intenders who purchase is about the same for all intentions
variants and is independent of the proportion of the sample classified as
intenders, or (2) the proportion of intenders in the sample is about the
same for most or all of the intentions variants.The data, however, do
not show either of these characteristics; rather, they indicate quite clearly
that a change in the intentions question will alter both the proportion of
2 A yes answer does not necessarily imply a purchase probability equal to 0.5 or more,
although the data are not inconsistent with this proposition.All questions about
buying intentions in this and other surveys use imprecise language that will be inter-
preted differently by different respondents.For example, the probabilities associated
with the statement "I plan to purchase a car within a year" may range all the way
from perfect subjective certainty (Q =1)to something very much less (Q =0.25).
The reason is that the meaning of the words "plan" or "intend" is imprecise.To some
people "plan" implies that they have thought about purchasing and might buy within
the year; to others "plan" may convey a much more rigorous interpretation: that they
have figured out next year's budget, they will purchase a car unless an unexpectedly
adverse (and important) event happens, and they have already shopped around or will
in the near future.
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intenders and the purchase rates of intenders and nonintenders in a way
consistent with the probability model.
Another possibility is that the universe distribution is not continuous but
basically trichotomous, comprising those who really expect to buy, those
who do not, and those for whom contingencies determine the answer.3
But if that were true the purchase rates for definite intenders and definite
nonintenders ought to approach 1.0 and zero, respectively, substantially
higher (lower) than those observed in the data.4
Analysis of theProbabilityModel
The probability hypothesis is worth elaborating before its consistency with
the data is examined more thoroughly.Let me begin by assuming that
all households know the subjective probability that they will purchase a
particular product during some specified future period of time—the fore-
cast period.These probabilities are distributed in some way between
zero (perfect certainty of nonpurchase) and unity (perfect certainty of
purchase).The mean of this ex-ante probability distribution—designated
x'—is the expected value of the population purchase rate during the
forecast period.Evidently, x' constitutes the best estimate of the popula-
tion purchase rate that can be obtained from survey data of this sort.5
The distribution of purchase probabilities must be highly skewed for
any product purchased by a small fraction of the population, since most
households must have probabilities close to zero for mean probability in
the population to be relatively small.For an item purchased by a large
majority of the population during the forecast period, the distribution
must be skewed in the opposite direction, since most households are
bound in that case to have relatively high probabilities.The distribu-
8Trichotomousdistributions of thissort undoubtedly do exist.Suppose, for
example, a survey were made of "expected births during the next six months."Every-
one with a wife more than three months' pregnant would evidently say yes, everyone
with a wife either two months pregnant or not pregnant at all would answer no, and a
few people would say that "it depends."The birth rate would be close to 1.0 for
the yes group, close to zero for the no group, and around 0.5 for those reporting that
"it depends."And the responses would be the same whether the survey asked about
"definite" or "probable" births.But if the survey had been concerned with expected
births during the next two years, the data would begin to take on the character of a
continuous distribution.
Wholly unanticipated developments might account for some departure from these
expected purchase rates, as will be discussed below; but it seems implausible to me that
such events are frequent enough to account for the observed results.
Although mean probability (x') in the sample is the best estimate of population
purchases (x), it does not necessarily follow that x' will be an accurate predictor of x.
For example, important and unforeseen events may result in an actual value of x
greater or smaller than x' for any given forecast period; hence, the time series correlation
between the two cannot be determined a priori.
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lion is likely to be symmetrical for an item purchased by about half the
population, although it could resemble either a normal (bell-shaped)
function, a relatively peaked or relatively flat function, or possibly a
U-shaped function.
An Illustrative Distribution Function
Given some distribution of purchase probabilities, what would be observed
from an analysis of data obtained by a survey of intentions to buy and a
follow-up survey of actual purchases?Given the characteristics (planning
period and certainty dimension) of the buying-intentions question asked
in the survey, all households with subjective purchase probabilities (Q)
greaterthan the minimum probability associated with the question—des-
ignated Cç—would report that they intended to buy; all others would
report the reverse.It will not necessarily be true that every household
reporting an intention to buy has a higher purchase probability than every
other household, since the minimum probability implied by the question
may itself vary among households.It is obvious, however, that mean
probability for intenders will exceed that for nonintenders except under
extreme assumptions.6
Alteration of the certainty dimension (definite, probable, etc.) or time
horizon (six months, twelve months, etc.) of the intentions question would
result in a different distribution of intenders and nonintenders, since C
must vary with the certainty dimension of the question and Qwithtime
horizon.The lower the degree of certainty implied by the ith survey
question, holding the time horizon constant, the lower the cut-off proba-
bility as judged by the typical respondent.Similarly, the longer the
time horizon of the question, holding degree of certainty constant, the
higher the Qofthe typical respondent.For if a respondent thinks the
chances are one in four that he will buy within six months, he will typically
6 If all households interpret the ith intentions question as having the same cut-off
point, all intenders must have a higher probability than all nonintenders; hence mean
probability—q—is necessarily greater for intenders than for nonintenders.If C
varies among households, q for intenders will exceed that for nonintenders except in the
extreme case where Q and C are perfectly correlated, that is, where households with
high values of Q systematically, interpret the question as. having a high cut-off proba-
bility, and vice versa.Otherwise, it must be true that q is greater for intenders than
for nonintenders even if Cb varies: In any subgroup of households that interpret the ith
question as having the same C, mean probability for intenders will exceed that for
nonintenders.The means for all such subgroups combined will evidently have the
same property, since in each subgroup q for intenders, although different among the
groups, must be greater than q for nonintcnders.Thus it is only necessary to find some
variation in Q among households with a common interpretation of C1 in order to
demonstrate the above proposition. .
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judge the chances better than one in four that he will buy within a year,
and better still that he will buy within two years.
Further, it can be shown that not only Cbutalso the mean probabilities
for intenders and nonintenders will be related to the specifications of the
buying-intentions question, with the mean probability for both groups
being higher the higher the cut-off probability.These relations are
CHART 1
Illustrative Distribution of Households
by Subjective Purchase Probability
illustrated in Chart 1.For ease of exposition I assume that C1isthe same
for all households, although this assumption is not essential to most of the
results.The probability distribution relating to a specified forecast
period (say, one year) is shown as a skewed function, n =1(Q), with
most households having relatively iow values of Q.Ifa sample of
100 households is asked whether they "definitely" intend to buy within
a year, all those with purchase probabilities higher than the Cimpliedby
the question—Cz in Chart 1—will answer yes; the rest of the sample will





Subjective purchase probability, 0
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larger number will respond affirmatively, since this question must be
interpreted as having a lower cut-off probability, designated as C2.7Thus,




will report that theydefinitely" orprobably" will buy within a year.




willreport that they do not intend to buy within a year when asked about
definite or possible purchases.The relative frequencies of definite intend-
ers and nonintenders correspond to the areas under the distribution func-
tion from Ci to 1.0 and from zero to C1, respectively.When these house-
holds are asked about possible rather than definite purchases, the areas
from C2 to 1.0 and zero to C2 represent the respective numbers of intenders
and nonintenders.
The mean of the distribution function, x', is roughly 0.25 on the scale in
Chart 1.The mean probability among intenders and nonintenders
depends on the cut-off probability.When C1 is the cut-off, the magnitude
designated r'1isthe mean probability for intenders; that designated /,
the mean probability for nonintenders. When C2 is the cut-off point, both
means are necessarily lower—r'2 for intenders and s'2 for nonintenders:
lowering the cut-off probability shifts the highest probability segment of
the original nonintender group into the intender classification; mean
probability for the "shifters" is necessarily lower than for (original) intend-
ers and higher than for (original) nonintenders.
A number of generalizations can be derived from Chart 1.First, mean
probability for intenders is always higher than for nonintenders; hence,
the algebraic difference bet*een the two is necessarily positive.This
generalization holds for any cut-off probability C and, therefore, for any
7Anyonewho responds affirmatively to the first question will obviously respond
affirmatively to the second, but the reverse is not necessarily true.It follows that the
maximum probability among "marginal" intenders—those who respond no to definite
but yes to possible purchase, must be less than the minimum probability for those who
respond yes to both questions.
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survey question about intentions to buy.Secondly, both r', and s'1 must
be positively related to C,althoughthe relationship is generally nonlinear.
Since the proportion of intenders in the sample—pr--depends on and is
negatively correlated with C,bothr' and s' must be negatively related
to Pi.Third, the algebraic quantity (r' —s')also appears to be posi-
tively correlated with C,negatively,withp.This result is entirely due to
the shape of the distribution function in Chart 1, and is neither true for all
possible distribution functions nor even necessarily true for all functions
similar to the one shown above.8The relation between r1 —sand p is
discussed at greater length in the appendix to this chapter.9
Finally, (r' —s')as a function of Cgeneratesa relatively large variance
asmoves from zero to unity.This is readily seen by moving the cut-off
point to extreme positions.When the cut-off probability is very high, p
willapproach zero, r' will approach unity, and s' will approach x'.When
the cut-off probability is very low, pwillapproach unity, r' will approach
x', and s' will approach zero.Thus, the variance of (r' —s')—asa func-
tion of C1—depends largely on whether I —x'and x' are close together or
far apart.Since the distribution function in Chart 1 has a mean x' of
about 0.25, (r' —s')will have a relatively large variance.
Some Alternative Distribution Functions
It is useful to observe how these relations would be altered by different
assumptions about the shape of the distribution function.Chart 2 con-
tains three types of functions: the top panel has a skewed function much
like that in Chart 1.The function in the middle panel is also skewed, but
the skew is in the opposite direction.The bottom panel shows a rectangu-
lar distribution function.If the same questions about intentions to buy,
8 For the function n =1(Q) inChart 1, variations in the cut-off probability that are
confined to the region around C1 and C, cause large movements in r' relative to s'.
The distribution function in Chart I happens to have a relatively small density and a
flat slope in the probability region around these cut-off points.Consequently, •a
change in C has a relatively large impact on the mean probability for households with
probabilities higher than Ct, that is, on r'j.The peak frequencies for the function in
Chart 1, and the vast bulk of the total frequencies, are below both cut-off points;
therefore a change in C has a relatively small influence on the mean probability for
households with probabilities lower than C, that is, on Sf1.
9 The conclusions in the appendix are as follows: the relation between (r' —
andPt is rather complicated, and appears to depend on the absolute size of both p and
x'.Given the general shape of the distribution function, (r' —S')jseems to be nega-
tively correlated with t throughout the entire range of i (from zero to 100 per cent)
provided that x' is sufficiently small.The correlation between the •two seems to be
positive throughout the entire range of Pt provided that x' is sufficiently large.For
intermediate values of x' the correlation seems to depend on the size ofpt, being nega-
tive when P1issmall and positive when i is large.







Alternative Distributions of Households
by Subjective Purchase Probability
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involving the same cut-off points, were asked about commodities char-
acterized by these three distributions, the following relations would be
observed.
For all three functions r' is necessarily greater than s'l; hence, (r' —s')1
is always positive.In the top panel, r', s', and (r' —s')1are all posi-
tively correlated with C1 and, therefore, negatively with p.Given a
lower cut-off probability, p will increase; and the mean probabilities for
intenders and nonintenders (necessarily) and the difference between the
two (generally) will decline.For the middle panel—n' =f'(Q)—r'and
are also positively correlated with C, and negatively with p1, as before;
but (r' —S')l appearsto have exactly the reverse relationship—negative
correlation with C1, positive with p.This is clearly true when C1 is such
that Pi is relatively large, but does not necessarily follow for all values of
C1 and p1.In the rectangular distribution—n" =f"(Q)—r'1and s' are
again positively correlated with C, and negatively with p, but there is no
correlation at all between Cr' —s'),and p1, because (r' —s')is a constant,
equal to 0.5.Finally, (r' —s')1—asa function of C1 orp1—has a relatively
large variance in the two skewed distributions but none in the rectangular
one: the appropriate generalization here is that the more skewed the dis-
tribution function, the greater the variance in (r' —s1).b0
AMathematical Note
It is interesting to note that almost all the above analytical generalizations
can be obtained with a minimum of assumptions about the distribution
function.Let
=meanpurchase probability in the sample, 0 ￿ x' ￿ 1
p =fractionof the sample reporting intentions to buy, 0 ￿ p ￿ I
I —p=fractionnot reporting intentions to buy
=meanpurchase probability among intenders, 0 ￿ r' ￿ I
=meanpurchase probability among nonintenders, 0 ￿ s' ￿ I
By definition,
1.0 x' =r'p+ s'(l —p)
1.1 x' =p(r'—s')+ s'
Since x' is a weighted average of r' and s' and intenders must have
OIfthe distribution function were a normal curve the relations in the rectangular
function would generally hold, except that (r'— s')would not be a constant.The
quantity (r'— s')would be (linearly) uncorrelated with pj and would have a relatively
small variance; there would be positive correlation between (r'— s'), andPi in the
region where P was relatively large; negative correlation between the two, where p
was relatively small.
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higher mean probabilities than nonintenders, it follows that:
r' > x' > s'
TI> SF
Further,since x' is the mean of a frequency distribution comprising
the points (r',p)and[s',(l—p)], thevariance of the distribution—V—-can
be written in any one of the following ways:
2.0 V =pr'2+ (1 —p)s'2—
2.1 V =p(1—p)(r'—sI)2
2.2 V =(r'—x')(x'—s')
Ifboth x' (the mean probability) and V (the variance) are assumed to
be constants, the following relations can be derived.Rewriting equa-
tion 2.2:
2.2 r' =[V/(x'—s')] + x'
Hence,'
2.21 _,= V/(x'—s')2

















dp 2p2(1 —p)2(r' —s')
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Hence,
d(r' —s')(<0when p <0.5
dp=0whenp=0.5
I>0whenp> 0.5
Relation 2.21 says that r' and s' are positively correlated although not
necessarily in a linear fashion.Relations 1.11 and 1.12 say that both r'
and s' are negatively correlated with p.All these generalizations hold
for any type of distribution function and for any value of p, and are identi-
cal to the comparable relations derived from Chart 2.Relation 2.11 con-
tradicts one of the generalizations discussed above, however, since it
specifies that the association between r' —s'and p depends entirely on
whether p0.5.In Charts 1 and 2, the illustrative negative correlation
between r' —s'and p is, in fact, associated with a value of p less than 0.5
[illustrative function n =f(Q)], whilethe illustrative positive correlation
between the two is associated with a value of p greater than 0.5 [n' =
inChart 2].The contradiction is real, however, since it was argued
above that r'— s' isnegatively correlated with p throughout the entire
range of p provided that x' is sufficiently small (see note 9).The geo-
metrical analysis is based on the assumption that the entire distribution is
fixed and given, but relation 2.11 is based on the much weaker assumption
that the mean and variance of the distribution are fixed.The difference
in assumption is sufficient to account for the difference in conclusions."
Empirical Tests of the Model
The empirical data contained in Chapter 2 and in Table 8 are obviously
related to these analytical constructs.The mean purchase probability in
the ith sample (x'2) is evidently a forecast of the proportion of the ith sam-
ple that will actually purchase (x1).Similarly, the mean probabilities
for intenders (r') and nonintenders (s') are forecasts of the purchase rates
for intenders (ri) and nonintenders (s2).Alternatively, the expost x is an
"The estimate of the variance underlying relation 2.11 is based on two points.If
these two points are drawn from a "true" distribution that is actually continuous (for
example, from any of the distributions shown in Charts I and 2), the variance com-
puted from combinations of observed points (r',p)j and [s',(l —p)]will not be the same
for every 1.An estimate of the variance computed in this way will be relatively large
when p takes on intermediate values, relatively small when p is either very large or very
small.At the extreme, i.e., when p is either zero or one, the variance estimated from
two such points will be zero, since the mean will be the same as either r'1ors's.Forthe
variance to be constant, as specified in relation 2.11, the (implicit) distribution must
itself shift as p changes.As a consequence, this relation will never hold exactly if the
distribution function is continuous, and will hold approximately only within moderate
ranges of p.
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estimate of what the ex ante x'1 must have been; r, of what r' must have
been; and s, of what s' must have been.Interpreted in this way columns
9 and 11 of Table 2 contain alternative estimates of r' corresponding to
different cut-off points and proportions of intenders, while columns 10
and 12 have a complementary set of estimates of s'.The data do not
contain any direct empirical estimates for C,althoughcolumn 3 of Table 2
shows the proportion of households with probabilities between (the
unknown) Cand1.0, that is, p.
THE PROBLEM OF BIAS
It is important to note that reconstruction of the cx ante probability dis-
tribution may not be possible from the observed data, which consist of
purchase rates (estimates of cx ante mean probability) for a number of
complementary chunks drawn from the underlying distribution.Two
kinds of bias must be reckoned with in assuming that the observed pur-
chase rates for intenders or nonintenders are valid estimates of mean
ex ante probability in the appropriate segment of the distribution.The
first is essentially a regression bias between ex ante and cx post magnitudes;
the second and probably more important bias arises because the cut-off
probability for any given buying-intentions question is not likely to be
invariant among households.
Unforeseen events will influence the relation between the observed
r and s points in Table 2 and the corresponding cx ante values of T'j and s's.
Many households report a very low or zero cx ante purchase probability,
given the commodity and the forecast period.But some of these will
encounter conditions that are wholly unanticipated, e.g., a severe accident,
fully covered by insurance, with a new automobile; others will disregard
likely contingencies, e.g., the necessity of replacing an old washing machine
should it break down.In a survey of buying intentions, both these types
of households would report that they do not intend to purchase, but in a
follow-up survey many would have actually purchased.On the other
side, any number of unexpected contingencies could result in postpone-
ment of a prospective purchase that had an cx ante probability of close
to 1.0.All households in this situation would have reported buying inten-
tions, but many would not have been observed to purchase.
Unanticipated events of this sort (those whose probability of occurrence
is not taken account of in the estimate of subjective purchase probability)
will influence the relation between the ex post rate of purchase and the
cx ante mean probability for a group of households even if such events are
distributed at random among the population.Unfavorable surprises will
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have a systematically stronger influence on the difference between
expected and observed behavior the higher the mean ex ante probability
for any group of households, while favorable surprises will have a system-
atically stronger influence on this difference the lower the mean ex ante
probability.As a consequence r tends to underestimate r' while s tends
to overestimate s'; there seems to be no inherent reason for x to be a biased
estimate of x'.And these considerations imply a progressively more
serious upward bias in estimates of s' based on s as C decreases.'2The
bias in estimates of r' obtained from r1 is just the reverse; here, the
empirical estimates are too low as C approaches 1.0, gradually becoming
unbiased as C; approaches zero.
The second source of bias is illustrated by Chart 3, which shows the
effect on r' and s' of variation in the cut-off probability among households.
Assume that a distribution of purchase probabilities among households,
n =f(Q), isgiven.Whether the cut-off probability for the ith intentions
question varies or not, every household with a purchase probability
higher than (its estimate of)C; will report an intention to buy, and every
household with a purchase probability lower than (its estimate of) C will
report no intention to buy.By definition, all intenders must be located
to the right of their own estimated C;; all nonintenders, to the left.If Ci is
invariant among households, every intender must have a higher purchase
probability than every nonintender; and C can be represented by a verti-
cal line, as in Charts 1 and 2.But if C1 varies among households, these
cut-off points themselves constitute a distribution, and purchase probabil-
ity will be lower for some intenders than for some nonintenders.
In Chart 3, C', and C'2 illustrate the distribution of purchase probabilities
among households that reported buying intentions when asked questions
1 and 2, on the assumption that cut-off probabilities for these questions
are not the same for all households in the sample.The distribution of
cut-off probabilities for intenders and nonintenders cannot be wholly
inferred from the shape of C', or C'2.In Chart 3, for example, households
with a purchase probability of 0.7 might or might not have reported
buying intentions, since some intenders have purchase probabilities as
high as 0.7 and so do some nonintenders.Some of these 0.7-probability
households must have cut-off probabilities equal to or less than 0.7 (other-
12Thebias in estimates of s'obtainedfrom sispresumably more serious the greater
the possibility of unexpected breakdowns or major repair bills, which in turn are
related to the number of households that own the item.Therefore, the sfunctionfor
widely owned items such as automobiles, ranges, washing machines, etc., ought to
deviate more from the true s'functionthan the sfunctionfor less widely owned items
such as dishwashers, clothes dryers, etc.
56It is readily demonstrated that any variation in cut-off probabilities
will necessarily result in values of TI,hencealso r,thatare smaller than
13 In general, the distribution of cut-off probabilities is likely to show less variance
than the distribution of purchase probabilities among intenders.Cut-off probabilities
for intenders at the low end of the probability range must be about the same as their
purchase probabilities; such households would not have reported intentions to buy if
their C, were above Q, and their Q is so low that C cannot be very far below it.On
the other hand, the cut-off probabilities for intenders at the high end of the range could
be anywhere below their purchase probabilities.It seems intuitively plausible that
the distribution of cut-off probabilities among both intenders and nonintenders
approximates a normal distribution.
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wise none of the group would have reported buying intentions) and some
must have cut-off probabilities higher than .0.7 (otherwise all would have
reported intentions).But the actual cut-off probabilities among either
intenders or nonintenders are unknown.13
CHART3
Illustrative Distribution of Households
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if the cut-off probability were invariant, given the same proportion of the
sample reporting buying intentions.In Chart 3, for example, the area
under C'1 is the proportion of households reporting intentions on question
1, and r'1 is the mean purchase probability for these households.If cut-
off probabilities were invariant C'1 would consist of a vertical line from the
horizontal axis to the distribution function, and would then coincide with
the function itself.If such were the case and if a given proportion of
households reported intentions, r'1 would necessarily be further to the
right than shown.On similar reasoning, s'1 would be further to the left
than it is on Chart 3.It follows that r would be larger and s2 smaller if
the cut-off probability were invariant, other things equal; consequently,
—sand the correlation between intentions and purchases would also
be larger.Finally, it is evident that the previous assumption of invariance
in C1 among households is simply a limiting case of the general proposition
that C4 constitutes a distribution—the limiting case being one in which the
distribution is peaked to such an extent that it can be represented by a
single vertical line with zero variance.14
If household cut-off probabilities for an intentions question do vary, it
becomes much more difficult to make an accurate estimate of the distribu-
tion of ex ante purchase probabilities from data on the observed purchase
rates for intenders and nonintenders.For intentions questions 1 and 2 in
Chart 3, the mean probabilities for intenders are r'1 and r'2; for nonin-
tenders, /iand/2.Themean probability for the entire sample is x'.
Clearly, the relations among r'1, s', p, and x' depend not only on the dis-
tribution function—n =f(Q)—butalso on the distribution of cut-off
points among intenders—C4 =f(D)—whereD represents whatever varia-
bles are associated with the distribution of cut-off probabilities for the ith
intentions question.The latter function cannot be observed at all in
the empirical data.Hence, it is necessary to make the extreme assump-
14Itis implicit in this analysis that the distribution of purchase probabilities among
intenders—the C', and C', functions in Chart 3—will not overlap for a set of i... j
intentions questions if either the certainty or the time specifications of the question are
altered, but may overlap if both are altered simultaneously in different directions.
For example, the distribution of purchase probabilities among a group of households
reporting intentions to buy within six months must be wholly contained within a
similar distribution among a group reporting intentions to buy within twelve months.
Any household reporting an intention to buy within six months must necessarily report
that it intends to buy within twelve months unless the questions are misunderstood; and
any household reporting that it did not intend to buy within twelve months can
hardly report that it intends to buy within six months.Similar reasoning applies to
intentions questions about definite plans to buy within X months and possible pur-
chases within X months. On a priori grounds, however, it is not possible to tell
whether the distributions would overlap for households "planning to buy within six
months" or "definitely planning to buy within twelve months."
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tion of invariance in the cut-off probabilities in using the (ex post) r, s1, p1,
and x variables to estimate the (ex ante) distribution function.And if the
distribution of cut-off probabilities has greater variance for some intentions
questions than for others, as seems likely, estimation of the distribution
function from the observed points becomes even more troublesome.
A TEST OF PLAUSIBILITY
The probability model described above can be subjected to several kinds
of tests.If (1) the distribution function can be specified and if it can be
assumed that (2) regression bias is negligible and that (3) the cut-off
probability for any given intentions question is invariant among house-
holds, an estimate of the cut-off probability (Ci), and the variance of the
distribution (Ti) can be obtained fromp, r, and x.15Since the data pro-
vide alternative measures of buying intentions (i ..j) andcorresponding
measures of r and p, it is possible to estimate the respective cut-off points
Ce,.., and variances T1,..,.Thatis, given the distribution function, the
observed data (ri,pi,x),(rs,ps,x),etc., will yield estimates of (C1, Ti),
(C2, T2), etc.If the correct distribution function has been specified, all
the T1...,willbe the same; and the C,...willfollow a consistent pattern
related to the specifications of the buying intentions questions.
A test of this kind seems to me of limited usefulness.There is good
reason to suppose that none of the necessary assumptions hold, and I would
judge that the difference between assumption and reality is quantitatively
important. A number of functions that fit the data reasonably well could
be located.But the "best" function may well be different for one com-
modity than for another, and I do not see any practical way of deciding
which, among several that provide reasonably good fits,is the "true"
function.
The basic hypothesis is obviously not contradicted by the data.Thus,
it is known from the start that the observed results, in a very general sense,
could have been generated by responses that reflect a continuous distribu-
tion of purchase probabilities.In Tables 9 and 10 the data have been
rearranged to show the distribution of households by two alternative classi-
fications based on the variant questions about buying intentions.Table 9
summarizes the fraction of households (in parentheses), and the proportion
of these purchasing, that reported definite, probable-possible, or no inten-
tions to buy specific items.Panel A contains data for each of the three
15Thevariable sisredundant to the calculation because it is determined com-
pletely by r,p•,and x.
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available categories (definite, probable-possible, none).The fraction of
households in each category corresponds to areas of the distribution func-
tion between the respective (but unknown) cut-off probabilities—Cd
(minimum probability for definite intenders), C, (minimum for probable-
TABLE 9
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS BY SPECIFIED CERTAINTY OF THEIR BUYING









































Carpetsand 37.6 11.4 5.0 37.6 20.1 7.6 5.8 5.0 0.0
rugs (5.7) (11.4) (82.9) (5.7)(17.1)(100.0) (94.3)(82.9)(0.0)
Washing 40.9 16.4 5.4 40.923.3 7.5 6.3 5.4 0.0
machine (3.3) (8.6) (88.1) (3.3)(11.9)(100.0)(96.7)(88.1)(0.0)
High-fidelity 30.4 9.0 4.8 30.4 14.4 6.5 5.4 4.8 0.0





















































































Garbagedis- 27.5 9.6 1.6 27.5 14.9 2.3 1.9 1.6 0.0
posal unit (1.5) (3.6) (94.9) (1.5) (5.1)(100.0)(98.5)(94.9)(0.0)
SOURCE: All data obtained directly from Table 2, except for the middle column in
Panel A, which was calculated from columns 3and 4 ofTable 2.
Nom: Figures in parentheses are proportions of households with specified purchase
probabilities; that is, reporting specified intentions.Upper figure in each cell is pro-
portion of these who actually purchased.See accompanying text for explanation of
symbols.
possible intenders), and C0 (minimum for nonintenders).C0 of course
equals zero, but the other cut-off points are not observable.The propor-
tions purchasing are estimates of mean probability in the distribution
function beiween these cut-off points.Panel B shows the proportion of
households above the various cut-off points and the respective proportions
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purchasing; these correspond to estimates of areas under the distribution
function and mean probabilities above the respective cut-off points, that is,
of pandr'.Panel C contains companion figures for the proportion of
households (areas), and the proportion purchasing (mean probabilities)
below the same cut-off points.These are estimates of (1 —P)iand s's,
respectively.
Table 10 follows the same format except that time, rather than explicit
certainty specification, is used as the basis for classification.More obser-
vations are possible here because households were asked about intentions
to buy within six months, within twelve months, "later," or not at all.
Hence, panel A has estimates of the area under the distribution function
and the corresponding mean probability based on the fraction of house-
holds (areas), and the proportions purchasing (mean probabilities), that
intended to buy within six months, seven to twelve months, twelve months
to later, and not at all.The corresponding estimates of r' and s' in panels
B and C are based on the proportion purchasing among households intend-
ing or not intending to buy within six months, twelve months, later, or not
at all.The cut-off probability for six-month intenders is designated as
C,; for twelve-month intenders, C12; for later intenders, C30; and for
nonintenders, Cs."
The last column of panel B in each table shows the proportion of house-
holds with probabilities higher than zero, i.e., the entire sample, and their
estimated mean probability, i.e., the observed proportion of the sample
"Some of the calculated mean probabilities in panel A of Table 10 are based on
reponses from different samples of households.In such cases, sampling variation will
occasionally result in logically implausible observations.In Table 10, for example,
several of the calculated mean probabilities turn out to be negative.
The calculation of mean probability estimates based on purchase rates from different
samples is as follows.Assume that 5 per cent of one sample report that they intend
to buy within six months and that 10 per cent of a second sample report that they
intend to buy within twelve months.Further assume that 50 per cent of the first
sample and 20 per cent of the second actually purchase.The estimated proportion pur-
chasing among those who plan to buy within the period from six to twelve months after
the survey data is [(0.10 X 0.20) —(0.05X 0.50)1 ÷ 0.05 =—0.10.This negative
proportion (minus 10 per cent) is logically absurd, since those who reported intentions
to buy within twelve months must consist of those intending to buy within six months
plus those intending to buy in the period from seven to twelve months after the survey
date.Since 50 per cent of the six-month intenders were assumed to buy, and 5 per
cent of this sample were assumed to be six-month intenders, at least 2.5 per cent of the
entire sample will buy even if no one but six-month intenders actually purchases.
But in the illustration only 20 per cent of the twelve-month intenders (based on a differ-
ent sample) were assumed to purchase; since 10 per cent of this sample are assumed to
be intenders, only 2.0 per cent of the entire sample would appear to have purchased if
no one but intenders actually purchases.Thus the arithmetic implies that negative
purchases are made by those who would have been seven-to-twelve-month intenders
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purchasing.The largest proportion purchasing any one item during the
six-month period is for automobiles (1 9.1 per cent).Hence, all of the
distribution functions must be skewed even more than the function
n =f(Q)shown in Chart 2, since the mean there was about 0.25.The
proportion of households in each category of panel A also documents the
proposition that all the distribution functions are very highly skewed, and
that the vast majority of these households have very low probabilities.
In the discussion of the model, I specified the relation between a set
of i... jbuying intentions questions and the corresponding purchase
rates for intenders and nonintenders, given a probability function like
the one at the top of Chart 2.To repeat: (1) r is always greater than s;
(2) r and s are both positively related to C and, hence, negatively related
topi; (3) (r —s)should be positively related to C, negatively top1; (4) the
variance of (r —s)i...,asa function of C...orp. ..,isgreater the more
highly skewed the distribution.The first two generalizations hold regard-
less of the shape of the distribution function, and are clearly true for the
data in panels B and C of both Tables 9 and 10.The third is also clearly
observable.The quantity r falls much more rapidly than s as C1 decreases
(and p increases); hence, (r —s)falls as C decreases (and Pi increases).
The fourth essentially says that the variance in (r —s)...s shouldbe
greater for commodities with relatively small values of x, since the smaller
is x' the more highly skewed is the distribution.This relationship is
difficult to judge from the data in Tables 9 and 10; but the rank correla-
tions between commodity purchase rates and the variance of the r1 —
valuesare —0.32 and —0.68 for the six- and twelve-month purchase
periods, respectively, in Table 9.In Table 10, the comparable rank
correlations are, respectively, —0.15 and —0.55.'Thus all of the empiri-
cal observations are consistent with predictions of the probability model,
although the model is specified in very general terms.
An analysis complementary to the above is contained in an appendix to
this chapter; here some cumulative functions based on Chart I are devel-
oped.These functions are the precise ex ante counterparts to the observed
r, s, p, and x points; observed data for several commodities are plotted
and illustrative functions are fitted to the observed points.The appendix
tests are necessarily impressionistic, as are those just described; both essen-
tially document the proposition that the existence of a probability distri
bution is empirically plausible.
'Strictlyspeaking the comparison of variance in r1— si withx is valid only if
households assign the same cut-off point, given the intentions question, to all commodi-
ties; data in Chapter 4 suggest that this is unlikely to be the case.
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A TEST OF AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL
I turn now to some quite different (and rather indirect) tests of the
hypothesis.Table 9 contains data for intentions variants that differ as
to certainty dimension (definite intenders, probable-possible intenders,
etc.), but each variant has the same planning period.Table 10 contains
data for intentions variants that differ as to length of the planning period
(six-month intenders, twelve-month intenders, etc.) but have the same
certainty dimension.Each table shows the fraction of households report-
ing intentions to buy for the i... jintentions variants and the fraction
that purchased within six months of the survey date.What is the most
fruitful interpretation of responses to survey questions that differ as to
planning period but not as to certainty dimension?Are such statements
essentially judgments about the probable timing of purchases or do they
reflect a judgment about purchase probability relating to any future period
of time?In the analysis above, these data were treated as if they were
probability statements.It seems more natural to interpret these data as
judgments about probable timing.The available data permit a test of
these two interpretations.The results, in my view, provide strong support
for the proposition that households do seem to make the kind of proba-
bility judgment that is the central theme of this chapter.'8
The alternative interpretations can be illustrated by the intentions data
for groups B and D.Households in group B were asked whether they
"intended to buy within the next six months"; D, whether they "intended
to buy within the next twelve months."More households reported
buying intentions in group D than B, as must be the case.In fact,
twelve-month intenders can usefully be thought of as comprising two
subgroups—those who would, if asked, have reported that they intended
to buy within six months and those who would not have been willing to
make this judgment.Those reporting intentions to buy within six
months are designated as P6; those reporting intentions to buy within a
year, P12; and P12 —Psis designated as P6—12 (obviously Ps + P6—12Pus).
What are the empirical implications of the two interpretations?If
statements about intentions to buy within varying time periods reflect
probable timing—when the household expects to make a particular
18 It should be noted that the probability model does not depend on whether or not
statements about intentions to buy within different forward periods actually represent
judgments about the probability of purchase, unrelated to the timing of purchases.
Nothing in the model requires that a probability interpretation be placed on responses
to these particular questions, although the model gains in empirical plausibility if a
probability interpretation turns out to be consistent with the empirical results.
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purchase—the P6 group ought to show a relatively heavy purchase rate
in the six months subsequent to the survey (Period I) and a relatively
lower purchase rate during the period from six to twelve months after
the survey (Period II).The Period U purchase rate for the PG group
would be zero if these statements were interpreted as reflecting perfect
certainty about timing, but this extreme assumption is not necessary.
The timing interpretation requires only that the purchase rate be lower in
PeriodII than in period I for the P6 group.Households in the P6—12
group,on the other hand, are saying that they expect to buy in Period II
rather than in Period I.Some may end up buying in Period I, but the
purchase rate in II will surely be higher.
The probability interpretation essentially says that the P6 group has a
higher cut-off and mean probability than the 6_i2 group.The P12 group
must have the same cut-off point as the P6_lI group, and its mean proba-
bility must be a weighted average of the means for its two subgroups.
The probability model can be interpreted as specifying that these relations
be independent of the forecast period.In short, one (plausible) version
of the probability interpretation suggests that the only difference between
six- and twelve-month intenders is that the former are more likely to
purchase during any arbitrarily specified period.But in that case pur-
chase rates ought to be higher for the Ps than for' the P6_Is group in Period
I and, also, in Periods 11,111,...,n.
All told there are four sets of intentions questions that-permit compari-
Sons of the sort just described.The B sample was asked about plans to
buy within six months.The A sample was asked about definite plans to
buy within twelve months and also about probable or possible purchases
within twelve months.Both the C and D samples were asked about plans
to buy within twelve months.Hence, the purchase rate of six-month
planners—r6—can be compared with rates for four groups of twelve-
month planners.The timing interpretation predicts that the six-month
intenders will have a higher purchase rate during Period 1 and a lower
purchase rate during Period II than any of the four groups of twelve-
month intenders.That is, for Period I
T6> r12 > r6_12;
andfor Period II
< r12 < r6_12
Theprobability interpretation, on the other hand, predicts that for
intentions questions with the same certainty dimension purchase proba-
bility is inversely correlated with the planning period, i.e., those planning
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to 'buy within n months have a higher purchase probability than those
planning to buy within a + 1 months, irrespective of the forecast period.
That is, for both periods, I and II,
T5>Ti,>T6_1
For intentions questions with the same planning period, the probability
interpretation argues that the more restrictive the certainty dimension
the higher the purchase probability of the group reporting intentions.
For intentions questions that vary both as to planning period and cer-
tainty dimension, the probability model can be interpreted as requiring
that the lower the fraction of households reporting intentions, the higher
TABLE 11
PREDICTED DIFFERENCES IN INTENDERS' PURCHASE RATES FOR PERIODS I AND II
Penod I Penod II
Probability Timing Probability Timing
InterpretationInterpretation InterpretationInterpretation'
B, <A1 B1 > A1 B, <A1 B, <A1
B,> A, + A,B1 > A1 + A, B1> A, + A2B, <A1 + A,
B,>C, B1>C, B,>C, B,<C1
B, > D1 B1 > Di B, > D1' ,B1 <D,
NOTE: The intentions questions are as follows:
A1 Definite intentions to buy within twelve months
A1 + A2Definite, probable, or possible intentions to buy within twelve months
C1 Intentions to buy within twelve months (if income is as expected)
Intentions to buy within twelve months
B, Intentions to buy within six months
the purchase probability of intenders.Since all these relations hold for
any forecast period, the intentions variants ought to show the same
pattern for Periods I, II, III, etc.
Given the characteristics of the six-month intentions question and the
four twelve-month questions, the probability interpretation predicts that
definite twelve-month intenders will buy more than six-month' intenders
during all forecast periods because the fraction of intenders is lower for
the definite twelve-month variant.The probability interpretation pre-
dicts a priori (compare the questions) that six-month intenders will
purchase more than the other three groups of twelve-month intenders in
both periods; in addition, the fraction of intenders is lower for the six-
month group than for these three twelve-month groups.
The survey data yield four pairs of observed purchase rates, for each of
thirteen commodities, in which the probability and timing interpretations
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predict a different relation between purchase rates for six- and twelve-
month intenders.One of the pairs involves Period I purchase rates;
the other three, Period II purchase. rates.In the remaining four compari-
Sons the two interpretations predict the same outcome.The possible
TABLE 12
TEST OF PROSABILITY AND TIMING INTERPRETATIONS OF CONSUMERS UNION
SURVEY DATA







PERIOD I: WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF SURVEY DATE
Automobile 56.6 57.7 34.946.139.0
Airconditioner 46.3 20.1 23.0 25.825.6
Clothes dryer 28.4 33.7 17.7 22.2 19.6
Dishwasher 39.2 27.4 17.2 22.926.3
Food freezer 31.7 28.2 14.8 23.9 18.0
Range 47.8 36.4 25.7 31.1 26.6
Refrigerator 50.8 38.2 24.9 30.1 32.6
Television set 19.7 24.5 11 .8 26.820.7
Washingmachine 40.9 37.8 23.3 34.5 26.9
Carpets and rugs 37.6 25.8 20.1 25.5 18.1
Furniture 49.3 43.1 33.0 40.5 35.9
Garbage disposal unit 27.525.414.9 25.3 17 .1
High-fidelity equipment30.4 34.0 14.4 22.1 24.5
PERIODII: WITHIN SEVEN TO TWELVE MONTHS OF SURVEY DATE
Automobile 18.915.020.419.619.7
Air conditioner 1.91.02.62.31.9
Clothesdryer 20.3 11.2 13.0 12.2 12.7
Dishwasher 13.7 17.7 9.1 11.5 16.2
Foodfrcezer 9.8 5.1 7.9 9.1 10.8
Range 9.020.4 10.8 15.2 18.7
Refrigerator 9.214.6 7.6 14.2 14,8
Television set 21.2 26.4 17.4 18.6 18.2
Washing machine 8.0 13.3 14.1 11.7 17.2
Carpets and rugs 16.8 19.6 15.6 11.7 16.4
Furniture 16.017.9 15.9 16.8 18.0
Garbage disposalunit 12.5 23.8 10.4 10.714.6
High-fidelity equipment 17.9 18.6 16.621.0 15.5
SOURCE:Period I data from column 9 of Table 2.Period II data are the respective
differences between columns 11 and 9 of Table 2.
comparisons are summarized in Table 11, along with the outcomes
predicted by the two interpretations; the observed purchase rates are
summarized in Table 12.
The evidence generally supports the probability interpretation of
responses to questions about intentions to buy within different time
periods.Of the fifty-two differences that discriminate between the
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alternative interpretations, seventeen are so small (two percentage points
or less) that they can be ignored; of the remaining thirty-five, twenty-four
are consistent with the probability interpretation, hence inconsistent with
the timing interpretation.And of the differences that are statistically
more reliable, ten of thirteen significant at the 0.10 level and six of the
seven differences significant at the 0.05 level'9 are consistent with the
probability hypothesis.
Intentions Data and Purchase Predictions
The accuracy of purchase predictions based on surveys of buying inten-
tions evidently depends on the time series correlation between p, the
proportion of intenders in the population, and x, the proportion of pur-
chasers in the population.It has been demonstrated by Arthur Okun
that p and x will be positively correlated over time if the purchase rate of
intenders exceeds that of nonintenders, that is, if r exceeds s; more pre-
cisely, Okun shows that p and x will be positively correlated if R exceeds ,
wherethe latter variables are the respective means of the random variables
r and s.The time series correlation between x and p turns out to be
positively associated with the algebraic difference betweenandand
with the time series variance in p.2°These relations hold completely
provided that the time series movements in both r and s are independent
of those in p; otherwise, the relation may be weaker or stronger than
indicated by the above analysis.2'
19 All deviant cases where the differences are fairly reliable involve purchase rates for
automobiles.The majority of these purchases (in this sample) consist of new cars.
Since Period I extends from April 1958 to October 1958 and Period II from October
1958 to March 1959, April planners waiting for new models would tend to show up as
twelve-month planners and Period II purchasers; hence, buying intentions for new
automobiles may have a strong element of probable timing.
20 Formally, Okun shows that
=(i—I)M+fiM + (1 —)M8+ —
where M designates the respective variances or covariances.All the terms to the right
of ( —)M55are zero if both randsareindependent of p.If such is the case the
estimated slope of the time series regression of x onp (M/M) is ( —I).In addition,
the squared time series correlation between x and p turns out to be:
=(I
—
Thus,the size of the time series correlation between x and p depends on the size of
—andof M55 and is positively associated with both.
5 For example, if p were to be positively correlated with r and/or s,thetime series
correlation between p and x would be larger than indicated by the r— s difference;if
the time series relation of p with rand/orshappensto be negative, the correlation
between p and x will be smaller than suggested by the r— s difference.To illustrate
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It is intuitively obvious, and easily demonstrated, that if both randsare
completely invariant over time, pwillbe a perfect linear predictor of x.
Start with the definitional equation,
x =p(r —s)+s
If both r and s are wholly invariant, they can be replaced by the con-
stants k and K, respectively.Then the above equation can be written
x =K+ kp, and x is a completely determined linear function of pwith
intercept of K (==s)and slope of Ic(= r—s).To the extent that either
purchase rate (r or s) varies, either randomly or systematically, pwillbe
an imperfect predictor of x.
THE IMPORTANCE OF NONINTENDERS FOR PREDICTION
Given that randsarenot, and should not be expected to be, invariant
over time, what can be inferred about the predictive ability of alternative
intentions surveys?First, the proportion of total purchases accounted for
by intenders appears to be highly relevant in determining which inten-
tions surveys or questions are likely to be better time series predictors of
purchases.Intentions questions characterized by small proportions of
intenders relative to purchasers, hence, by low ratios of purchases by
intenders to total purchases, will necessarily yield poor predictions of
population purchases unless changes in the proportion of intenders (p)
happento be correlated with changes in the purchase rate of nonintenders
(s).Giventhe definitional relation among these variables, intentions ques-
tions with relatively high cut-off probabilities will necessarily be associated
with relatively small values of p,andit has been shown above that such
questions will have relatively large values of r,s, andr— s, andvalues
of sthatare very close to x; but in that event most of the time series
variance in x is a consequence not of changes in (r— s)p, thefirst term
on the right-hand side of the definitional equation, but of changes in s,the
second term.Whether pisan accurate predictor of x thus will depend
largely on the correlation between p and s;andthere is no a priori reason
the common sense interpretation of these statements, assume that p and sarenegatively
correlated over time.If so, when p increases the product s(1p) will decrease.If
the latter falls, it is quite possible that x will also fall, since by definition,
xrp+s(l —p),
and the second term on the right-hand side of this identity is generally much larger
than the first term.But in that case, an increase in buying intentions (p) would be
associated with a fall in purchases (x), and the time series correlation between p and x
would be negative.
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to suppose that these two variables (the proportion of intenders in the
population and the purchase rate of nonintenders) will be strongly related.
In effect, an intentions question with a relatively high probability cut-off
is likely to be a very good time series predictor of purchases by intenders
(because the purchase rate among intenders, r, is likely to be compara-
tively stable over time), but a poor predictor of total purchases: most
purchases are made by nonintenders; therefore, most of the time series
variance in x, the population purchase rate, is a consequence of changes
in s, the purchase rate of nonintenders; and p,theproportion of intenders
in the population, may be either not closely related or unrelated to s.
On the other hand, an intentions question with a relatively low proba-
bility cut-off will necessarily be characterized by a relatively high value
of p.Suchquestions have been observed to have relatively low values
of r, s, and r —s,and values of s that are substantially below x.In this
case pmaybe both a worse predictor of purchases by intenders (because
r is likely to be less stable over time than in the previous case) and a
better predictor of total purchases.In sum, time series changes in s are
likely to dominate time series changes in x whenever p is small relative to x,
simply because a large part of the variation in x will then be a direct
consequence of variation in s; as a consequence, the time series correlation
between p and x will depend largely on the size of the correlation between
p and s.If pisnot so small, less of the variation in x will be a direct
consequence of variation in s, and the time series correlation between
pandx is less heavily dependent on the p,scorrelation.22
PREDICTION OF DIFFERENCES IN COMMODITY PURCHASE RATES
Table 2 contained estimates of the proportion of total purchases made by
intenders for each of the alternative intentions questions.The estimates,
22Anotherway of looking at this proposition is to note that if (1) r is essentially
invariant over time, and (2) r is so large relative to s that r —scan also be taken as
invariant, time series changes in s will tend to show up as forecast errors in predicting x
from p.Since
a linear regression of x on p will yield
x =a+ bp + u,
where a is an estimate of, b of (f —I),and u is the error term.If p tends to be quite
small because of the characteristics of the intentions question and if s and p are inde-
pendent, the nonintender purchase rate during any specific period—s,—is approxi-
mately I + uj.Moreover, when p is small in absolute terms it will also tend to have
little time series variance.Hence, the approximate variance of x will be u, and the
correlation between x and ft will be very small.On the same reasoning, the higher
the level of p, the larger its variance, the smaller the error variance, and the larger the
correlation between p and x, other things equal.
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PURCHASES WITHIN TWELVE MONTHS
SOURCE: Table 2.See accompanying text for explanation of symbols.
for two of these intentions questions .and all thirteen commodities, are
shown in Table 13, aläng with purchase rates for intenders, nonintenders,
and the sample as a whole.Although time series data on p and x for
the alternative intentions questions are not available in the CU data,




PROPORTION or TdTAL PURCNASES BY INTENDERS RELATED TO PURCHASE RATES
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18 .081.332.775.295 52 .310.332
28 .135.319.653.267 49 .319.319
22 .057.141.544.116 43 .171.141
15 .043.139.483.123 38 .170.139
16 .025.089.568.077 34 .084.089
18 .025.083.600.070 42 .106.083
13 .033.124.489.111 36 .119.124
10 .025.109.409.101 31 .116.109
16 .021.063.482.054 48 .118.063
17 .028.081.487.071 43 .114.081
20 .019.050.529.041 39 .075.050
15 .016.043.415.037 44 .083.043
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For both six- and twelve-month purchase periods, the correlation
between p and x is noticeably stronger for the intentions question charac-
terized by a relatively high ratio of p to x—hence, also, a high ratio of
purchases by intenders to total purchases; the correlation between s and x
approximates unity.23Data for the other intentions questions are also
consistent with the generalization that the (p,x) correlation is stronger for
questions with relatively low cut-off probabilities, with the exception of
the two questions that have extremely low cut-off points—C2 and (B1
or B2).The tabulation, below, of r2 values computed from the same kind
of data as in Table 13, documents this proposition.24
AmongCommodities for
Intentions Purchases Within






The evidence in Table 13 illuminates one of the major difficulties in using
the current buying intentions surveys to predict purchases of durables.
Those who report that they "definitely will buy during the next twelve
months" account for only between 20 and 30 per cent of total purchases
during the six months following the survey, and for an even smaller
proportion during the twelve months following.Even those who report
that they "definitely, probably, or possibly will buy during the next
twelve months" generally account for only 40 to 50 per cent of total
purchases during the six months following the survey and, again, for a
smaller proportion during the twelve months.Clearly, the majority of
durable goods purchases are made by households that are generally
classified as nonintenders by consumer surveys.As a consequence, the
accuracy of purchase predictions based on intentions surveys depends
28Allthese correlations have a strong upward bias because s is a major component
of x, and x has an extremely large variance among commodities.More precisely, the
correlations have a strong upward bias as a measure of the success that would be
enjoyed in making short-run predictions of x from p.An appropriate analogy is that,
although the correlation between income and consumption over the period 1900 to 1960
must be close to 1.0, predictions of the change in consumption between two adjacent
years are likely to be quite poor if based solely on income.Since consumption is a
large part of income, any substantial variance in consumption must be strongly asso-
ciated with a corresponding variance in income.
24 This proposition does not depend on the comparative "efficiencies" of the inten-
tions question, as the term is used in Chapter 2.It is clear, for example, the C1 is a
more efficient question than A1 or A2 combined in terms of its ability to discriminate
between buyers and nonbuyers of particular commodities; but the (p,x) correlation
among commodities is somewhat stronger for the combination of A5 or A2.
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largely on whether or not changes in the proportion of intenders can
successfully predict changes in the purchase rate of nonintenders, i.e., on
whether or not pandsarestrongly correlated over time.
From the data in Table 13 it appears that the probability cut-off point
for definite, probable, or possible intenders is quite low, ranging from
somewhere around 0.25 for automobiles to about 0.10 for garbage disposal
unit. One possible conclusionisthat estimates of the frequency
distribution in the low-probability region are at least as critical as estimates
of the distribution in the high-probability region, since at least half of the
total purchase probabilities (hence, expected purchases) are contained in
the former region.26It is also possible, however, that the low-probability
region really contains a very small part of the total exanteprobabilities
(hence, of expected purchases) and that these data give a misleading
impression.
If the cut-off probabilities for any given intentions question are highly
variable among households, a substantial number of relatively high-
probability households will be classified as nonintenders.Since an
estimate of the relative importance of low-probability households depends
on the proportions and observed purchase rates of intenders and non-
intenders, misclassification of households due to the inefficiency of the
survey question could account for the relatively high proportion of pur-
chases made by nonintenders.Alternatively, contingencies may be
quantitatively important enough to produce this result.As already noted,
my estimates are based on the observed r and spoints.But r1istoo low
as an estimate of r'(themean probability in the distribution above C1),
andsiStoo high as an estimate of / (the mean probability in the region
25Thecut-off probability, C1, must be lower than r', the mean probability in the seg-
ment of the distribution located above C1; how much lower depends on the shape of the
distribution.No direct estimates of either C1 orare available, but r1, the proportion
of intenders who purchase, Constitutes a downwardly biased estimate of r'1.It does
not seem unreasonable to assume that
C1 =r—0.25r1,
which is the basis for the statement in the text.
Part of the data in Table 13 forms the empirical basis for estimating the cummulative
expected purchases function—the middle panel of Chart 6—developed in the appendix
to this chapter.The above data indicate that 19.1 per cent of the sample purchased an
automobile, 8.1 per cent reported definite intentions to buy, and 31.0 reported either
definite, probable, or possible intentions to buy.Further, 56.6 per cent of the definite
intenders purchased, accounting for 24 per cent of total purchases; and 34.9 per cent of
the definite-probable-possible intenders purchased, accounting for 57 per cent of total
purchases.If the cut-off probabilities are assumed to be equal to r —0.25r—see
note 25, above—observed points on the appendix function 2.2 are: C1 =0.42,Br/N,- =
.081X .566 =.046;C1 =0.26;Br/Nr =.310)< .349 =.108;andC1=0,Br/Nr=.191.
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below Ci).Thus, if the bias between ex ante and expost values is sufficiently
powerful, a similar analysis based on r' and s' might yield substantially
different results.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROBABILITY MODEL FOR PREDICTION
For predicting future purchases of durables the probability model simply
says that the best estimate of x, the proportion of households that will
purchase during the forecast period, is x', the mean of the distribution
function.All current surveys of buying intentions are designed to
provide an estimate of the proportion of households in the high-proba-
bility segment of the distribution above some unknown but presumably
stable cut-off point C.Even if the C implicit in the language of the
intentions question isin fact invariant over time—and the evidence
suggests that it is27—the mean of the distribution (x's) need not' have a
simple or fixed relation to Pi, the proportion of the population with pur-
chase probabilities above C1.Certain kinds of distributions do have the
property that pisa unique function of x'; most do not.
These relations are worth examining more carefully, since they lie at
the root of the forecasting problem.In Chart 4 two distribution functions
are shown, one relating to period to—no =fo(Q)—andthe other relating
to period ti—ni =f'(Q).If a survey of buying intentions is taken in to, a
fraction po will report intentions, a fraction 1 —Pothat they do not
intend to buy.The buying intentions question is assumed to have an





A similar survey taken in t1, using the same intentions question, will show
different results if the distribution of households is assumed to have
shifted.If the cut-off probability of the intentions question is also invar-
iant over time so that Co =C1,Pi intenders and 1 —Pinonintenders





27Reinterviewdata from the Federal Reserve Board—Census Bureau survey indicates
very little time series variance in the purchase rate of households reporting intentions
to buy within six months.There is also no apparent correlation between the purchase
rate for intenders and the population purchase rate.
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As the functions in Chart 4 are drawn,is somewhat higher than Pa,
although the percentage change Pa/Pa appears to be quite small.How-
ever, the mean of the to distribution (x'o) appears to differ from the t
mean (x'j) by something like 50 per cent, that is, x'1/x'o 'S-'1.50.In
order to forecast the change in purchases it is necessary to predict the
CHART4
Illustrative Time Series Changes
in Probability Distribution
ratio xl/xO.The best estimate of this ratio is clearly x'j/x'o;.p1/p0 may
turn out to be the same or very close to x'i/x'o; but it may also turn out
to be quite different.
The relationship between Pa/Pa and x'i/x'oiseasily shown to depend on
the level, as well as the change, of mean probabilities for intenders
(r' O,T'1) andnoninteriders (s' o,S'1).AsI have noted before, mean proba-








Subjective purchase probability, 0
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intenders and nonintenders, since
x'0 =r'opo +s'o(l —Po)
x'i =r'ii+ s'i(l —pi)
Hence the change in mean probability between to and Ii is
x'l—r'ipj+ s'i(l —p)
X'O —r'opo+s'o(lPo)
The ratio Pi/Po will equal x'i/X'Q only if r' =r'oand if s'o == 0;
otherwise, the two ratios 'will be the same only by chance.The point is
not that the ratio Pi/Po will necessarily yield a bad forecast of x'i/x'o, but
that there is no obvious reason why it should yield a good forecast.From
Chart 4 it is abundantly clear that one could construct distribution func-
tions for periods to and t1, with means of x'o and x'1, and either a very high
ratio of Pi/Po or a very low one.Further, one might get quite different
results simply by varying the intentions question; in Chart 4 a question
with a lower cut-off probability than Co—say, C1—would be a better
predictor because the new Pi/Po ratio would be higher than the one shown
above.But a question with a higher cut-off probability—say, C2—
would apparently give worse results.
The above argument can be stated more succinctly in general form.
Prediction of durable goods purchases from consumer surveys requires
that the survey yield an estimate of x',themean purchase probability in
the population.If x' is a linear function of i,anestimate of p will be
a perfect substitute for x' in linear regressions.If x' is a unique but non-
linear function of Pi, an estimate of Pi will be a perfect substitute for x'
provided that the functional relation between p, and x' can be established.
But if x' cannot be determined solely from Pi, the latter will be an inferior
substitute, one that cannot reliably predict purchases.One final point
is worth noting.All surveys are necessarily limited in sample size.The
problem of sampling error is maximized for a survey that concentrates on
measuring p, especially if, as is typically the case, intentions questions with
relatively high cut-off probabilities are used.
In addition to these analytical considerations, the question of stability
over time in the distribution function is of considerable importance.It
may well be true that the proportion of households with probabilities
above some relatively high value, say 0.50, is much less variable over time
than the proportion with probabilities between 0.10 and 0.20.28Since a
28Verylittle empirical evidence is available on this point.One interesting scrap
of data (unpublished, from a confidential market research study) suggests that, for the
commodity under study, the entire shift in the probability distribution between two
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large majority of households appear to have quite low purchase proba-
bilities for most items, variations in the number of households in the
probability region below 0.25 may be a more important source of changes
in population mean probability than variations in the number of house-
holds in the region above 0.50 or 0.75.
An Exploratory Time Series Test
For the most part, the propositions just discussed cannot be tested directly
with existing time series data on consumer intentions to buy.Empirical
evidence does suggest that a relatively large share of the time series
variance in purchases is due to variation over time in the purchases of
nonintenders, rather than intenders.There is no survey evidence that
bears directly on the predictability of these critically important move-
ments in nonintenders' purchase rates.But the probability hypothesis
suggests a possible proxy for nonintender purchase rates—more pre-
cisely, for the variation in mean ex-ante purchase probability among non-
intenders.Empirically, the proxy variable performs extremely well; it
explains a substantial part of the variance in over-all purchase rates that
cannot be accounted for by changes in the proportion of intenders.I
regard these results as suggestive but inconclusive, for two reasons.First,
there are only eleven time series observations on which the relevant test
can be run.Second, and more important, quantitative assumptions are
necessary to conduct the test; while the precise assumptions used below
are plausible and consistent with the probability hypothesis, other equally
plausible and consistent quantitative assumptions could also have been
made—with results considerably less striking than the ones presented
below.
time periods took place in what must have been a very low probability range.During
the same two periods the purchase rate changed by some 20 per cent.The pattern
was roughly as follows:
Proportion of Sample Reporting
Intentions to Buy Period 1Period 2
Within a year 2% 2%
Within a few years 4 4
Interested, no plans 10 14
Not interested 84 80
Here the only shift was between households "not interested," presumably with proba-
bilities of zero or close to it, and those "interested, no plans," presumably with proba-
bilities somewhat higher than zero but very low itt absolute terms.A very crude
calculation indicates that mean probability in the latter group is quite likely to have
been less than 0.10, assuming that the observed change in purchases had been due
solely to the increased frequency in that group.
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The basic data are the surveys of consumer intentions to buy auto-
mobiles, conducted since January 1959 by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Other intentions surveys cover a longer time span but the detailed classi-
fications of intenders needed to implement the test would require retabu1a
tion and possibly even recoding of the survey schedules.For data on
automobile purchases, I rely on Ward's Automotive Reports.An alterna-
tive purchase series is available—the Census survey of buying intentions
also asks about past purchases—but the Ward's series seems to be regarded
as the more accurate estimate of automobile sales to consumer units; in
addition, use of the Ward's data insures that the intentions and purchases
series are completely independent.
Because the intentions data have a strong seasonal pattern, I rely
exclusively on comparisons of change from year to year. 29The variable
to be predicted is the change in the proportion of households purchasing a
new automobile during successive twelve-month purchase periods.The
explanatory variables are the change in the (weighted) proportion of
households reporting intentions to buy a car at the beginning of each
purchase period, the corresponding change in the (weighted) proportion
of households reporting that they "don't know" or are "uncertain" about
car buying intentions, and the change in the (weighted) proportion of
nonintenders adjusted by an index of change in the proportion of "don't
know" households.
The weights are essentially estimates of mean purchase probability for
the various classes of households.Those reporting that they definitely
intend to buy a new car within six months are assigned a weight of 0.7—
roughly, the observed purchase rate among such households during the
twelve months subsequent to an intentions survey.Those reporting that
they might buy a new car within six months are assigned a weight of 0.5,
those reporting that they intend to (definitely will, probably will, or
might) buy a new car within twelve months (but not within six months)
are assigned a weight of 0.3, and those reporting that they intend to buy a
used car within twelve months, a weight of 0.2.Summing up the weighted
proportions of households reporting these various types of intentions yields
29 The seasonal pattern in car buying intentions does not match the seasonal in
consumer purchases of new automobiles.For the Census data, intentions to buy new
cars are much higher in the October survey than in any of the other (January, April,
and July) surveys; intentions to buy new cars may also be seasonally high in January.
Purchases are at their peak in the spring.Of course, the seasonal in intentions should
lead that in purchases.
Attempts to make a seasonal adjustment of intentions based on the limited number
of available observations have convinced me that the risks of so doing are greater than
those in comparisons of year-to-year change.
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a series designated as p'.Householdsreporting either that they "don't
know" about automobile purchases within six months or within twelve
months are each assigned a weight of 0.1; this series is designated as d.
Thetwo "don't know" categories have some overlap, but it is by no means
complete.For example, a household might well report that they "don't
know" about purchases within a six month period but "might" or "proba-
bly will" buy within twelve months.The probability weight is assumed
to be invariant over time for all these groups; hence any change in
expected purchases must be a consequence of changes in the proportion of
households reporting intentions to buy or reporting "don't know."
For the nonintender series—designated as z—I use a probability weight
of 0.05.30For nonintenders, however, I do not make the assumption that
the probability weight is constant over time and that changes in the
proportion of households measure changes in expected purchases.Rather,
I assume that mean probability among nonintenders will vary over time,
and that it varies directly with the change in the fraction of households
reporting "don't know."In general terms, the argument is that an
increase (decrease) in the proportion of "don't know" households is
symptomatic of a general increase (decrease) in purchase probability
among all households in the low probability regions of the distribution.
One could, of course, use movements in other intender classes as being
symptomatic of movements in purchase probability among nonin-
tenders.It seems plausible to me, however, that movements in the
intender class with the lowest purchase probability are more likely to
reflect movements in average probability among nonintenders simply
because these two classes are adjacent in the probability distribution.
In effect, I am assuming that the p,s correlationis likely to be stronger
the lower the probability interval defined by any given p.Concretely,
I not only assume that the chance in the proportion of "don't know"
responses is symptomatic of a general increase (decrease) in mean proba-
bility among nonintenders, but is the best estimate of the amount of
the increase (decrease).Other assumptions are equally plausible.
The basic data are shown in Tables 14 and 15.Table 14 has the propor-
'°Nonintenders will not precisely equal the total sample minus all the groups
discussed above.The Census data contain one classification comprising households
reporting intentions to buy either new or used cars within twelve months.I have
defined nonintenders as the total sample less the sum of this comprehensive category
and of households reporting that they "don't know" about their twelve-month
intentions.
Because I have included both six- and twelve-month "don't know" groups among the
intenders, some households are counted twice; consequently, the sum of all intender
groups, plus the nonintenders as defined in this note, slightly exceeds 100 per cent.
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dons of households in the buying categories of intention, don't know, and
nonintention; Table 15 contains the weighted constructs designated above
as p',d, andz.Asnoted above, the existence of seasonal variation in the
buying-intentions data requires either seasonal adjustment of the data or
analysis based on differences between successive periods twelve months
TABLE 14
BASIC DATA FOR ANALYSIS OF TIME SERIES RELATIONS BETWEEN PURCHASES OF NEW
AUTOMOBILES AND INTENTIONS TO BUY AUTOMOBILES
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Jan. 1963 1.5 2.4 3.9 8.7 3.2 8.1 73.3
April1963 1.8 2.3 4.0 8.0 3.5 8.6 73.2
Souaca: All data are from Table I in ConsumerBuying Intentions, Department of Com-
merce, U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-65, No. 2, May 22,
1963.The first six columns are shown directly in Table 1; the last column is equal to
100 per cent minus the sum of those with twelve-month intentions to buy new or used
cars plus those who "don't know" about twelve-month intentions.
apart.I have selected the latter course; hence Lix is defined as the differ-
ence in the new automobile purchase rate between successive twelve-month
periods, e.g., as the difference in the purchase rate for the periods Jan-
uary 1, 1960 to December 31, 1960 and January 1, 1959 to December 31,
1959; or between the periods April 1, 1960 to March 31, 1961, and
April 1, 1959 to March 31, 1960, etc.The buying intentions series are
treated similarly; hence, the intentions variables used in the empirical
analysis are Lip', Lid, and Liz; these measure differences in the respective
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TABLE15








(z) (p'+ d + z)
Purchasers'
(x)
1 Jan. 1959—31 Dec. 1959 4.57 1.03 3.80 9.40 11.84
1 April 1959—31 Mar. 19604,14 .94 3.89 8.97 12.14
1 July 1959—30 June 1960 4.54 .96 3.82 9.32 12.27
1 Oct. 1959—30 Sept. 1960 6.04 .84 3.66 10.54 12.21
1 Jan. 1960—31 Dec. 1960 4.92 1.14 4.02 10.08 12.61
1 April 1960—31 Mar. 1961 4.50 1.05 4.06 9.61 11.91
1 July 1960—30 June 1961 4.37 .99 3.76 9.12 11.39
1 Oct. 1960—30 Sept. 1961 5.01 .99 4.16 10.16 11.03
1 Jan. 1961—31 Dec. 1961 4.86 1.01 3.44 9.31 11.07
1 April 1961—31 Mar. 19624.42 1.05 4.06 9.53 11.65
lJulyl96l—305une1962 4.82 1.02 3.86 9.70 12.22
1 Oct. 1961—30 Sept. 1962 5.13 1.11 4.60 10.84 12.45
1 Jan. 1962—31 Dec. 1962 5.02 1.07 3.67 9.76 12.96
1 ApriL 1962—31 Mar. 1963 5.13 1.12 4.26 10.51 13.20
1 July 1962—30 June 1963 4.80 1.05 3.93 9.78 13.30
1 Oct. 1962—30 Sept. 1963 5.57 1.12 4.60 11.29 n.a.
1 Jan. 1963—31 Dcc. 1963 5.16 1.13 3.84 10.13 n.a.
1 April 1963—31 Mar. 1964 5,21 1,21 4.56 10.98 n.a.
'Time period shown is period over which the purchase rate (x) is measured.The
intentions surveys are taken during the first mentioned month of each period, usually
in the third week.
b Derived from data in Table 14: percentages in the first four columns multiplied by
weights of 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2, respectively, then summed.See above text for further
description of procedures.
Derived from data in Table 14: percentages in the fifth and sixth columns mul-
tiplied by weight of 0.1, then summed.See above text for further description of
procedures.
d Derived from Table 14: percentages in the last column of Table 14 are first multi-
plied by weight of 0.05, then adjusted by the average of two link relative indexes
obtained from the fifth and sixth columns in Table 14.To illustrate: for data in
columns five and six the link relatives between January 1959 and January 1960 are
105.9 and 113.0 respectively; the average of these two indexes is 109.4.Thus, the
January 1960 observation in the zcolumn(4.02) is the January 1960 figure from the
seventh column of Table 14 (73.5) X 0.0547; (the 0.0547 figure is equal to 0.05 X
109.4).Similarly, the January 1961 z observation is equal to the January 1961 figure
from the last column of Table 14 (74.7) X (0.0547 X 84.3 =0.0461);the 84.3 figure
is the average of the link relatives between January 1961 and January 1960 for the fifth
and sixth columns in Table 14.See above text for further description.
oDerivedfrom Table 1-B in The Predictive Value of Consumer Buying Intentions: A Study
of Aggregate Time Series, April 1963, an unpublished manuscript by Theodore Flechsig
of the Federal Reserve Board.Flechsig's data on sales come directly from Ward's
Automotive Reports.He has converted total sales figures to proportions of households for
a six-month time period, and I have simply added together his respective six-month fig-
ures to obtain a twelve-month series.The last few figures shown in this column repre-
sent figures calculated in the same manner as the rest except that they were not yet
available at the time Flechsig's manuscript was circulated, hence are not contained in
his Table 1-B.
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intentions series based on surveys taken twelve months apart.As a con-
sequence, only eleven (overlapping) observations are available for an
investigation of the relation between purchases and buying intentions.
Table 15 provides the basic data for an examination of two related
problems.First, is the time series variation in automobile purchase rates
due mainly to variation in intenders', as opposed to nonintenders',
purchases?Tf so, time series variation in purchases will be due mainly to
changes in the proportion of intenders; if not, variation in purchases will
be due mainly to changes in mean probability among nonintenders.If
it is assumed that mean purchase probability for the various intender
groups is as specified above (ranging from 0.7 for those with definite new
car intentions within six months to 0.2 for those intending to buy used cars
within twelve months) and is constant over time," the change in total
purchases (ax) can be separated into the change in intenders' purchases
(hp')anda residual, Lx —isp'.ixis an ex-post magnitude, and p'is
ex-ante by construction; ix —tsp' canbe thought of as the sum of pur-
chases that nonintenders expected to make—an unobserved but ex-ante
magnitude—and of purchases that reflect the influence of unforeseen
events.Although the relative importance of unforeseen events cannot be
measured directly, there is no reason to expect that it will be the dominant
element in the variance of Lx —p'.
Thedata indicate that the variance of zp'—intenders purchases—is less
than about one-fourth the size of the variance in isx —hp'.Thisempirical
finding is not altered if intenders are defined to include households
reporting that they "don't know" whether they will buy a car: the variance
of p'+ Misalmost exactly the same as that of p'itself;and the variance
of the new residual, x — — M,is still more than four times as large.
I conclude that a major part of the time series variance in purchase rates
consists of the variation in mean probability among nonintenders.It
follows that the correlation between iXx and isp'willbe relatively small
unless changes in the proportion of intenders happen to be a good pre-
dictor of changes in nonintender mean probability, and hence nonintender
purchase rates.
The second question concerns the correlation between intentions and
purchases.The basic data are drawn from Table 15; the empirical
results are summarized in Table 16.
51Whatevidence I have seen suggests that mean probability among intenders is in
fact quite stable over time.But it is not even necessary that such be thecase: an exact
estimate of the total purchases made by intenders will have the same variance over
time as my constructed estimate provided that mean probability among intenders
is uncorrelated with the proportion of households reporting intentions.
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Changes in weighted buying intentions (p')explainabout 40 per cent
of the variance in purchase rate changes (eq. a in Table 16); the correla-
tion is barely significant at the 0.05 level.By themselves, changes in the
"don't know" (M) or nonintender (Liz)groupsexplain considerably less
of the variance in purchase rate changes than does p'.However,the
sum of £p'andM brings the explained variance up to almost 50 per cent
(equation e), while summing all three expected purchases series (p'+
d+ z)bringsthe explained variance up to roughly two-thirds of the total
(equation f).The correlation between x and (p'+ d+ z)issignifi-
cantly different from zero at the 0.01 level, and is significantly higher than
the correlation between ix and isp'atthe 0.05 level.
TABLE 16
TIME SERIES CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CHANGE IN NEW AUTOMOBILE







(a)x+.19+ 1.74fip', = 39a
(b)x =+.03+ 5.53Ad, .13
(c)ix =+.07+ 1 .9Thz, = .23
(d)tx =+.09+ 1.80(p' +d), = 47a
(e)tx = +06+l.49(d+z), = .15
(f) Lx =—.11+ 1.7Th(p' + d +z),r2 = .67b
SOURCE: Estimated from basic data in Table 15.See the notes to Table 15 or the
text for explanation of symbols.
a F ratio significantly different from unity at 0.05 level.
b F ratio significantly different from unity at 0.01 level.
In effect, a substantial part of what may be regarded as the residual
variance in actual purchases is explained by adding a very crude proxy for
nonintenders' expected purchases to expected purchases by intenders:
changes in expected purchases by intenders explains 39 per cent of the
variance in total purchases; accounting for changes in expected purchases
by the "don't know" and nonintender households brings the explained
variance up to 67 per cent.Thus almost half of the residual variance
(28 of 61 percentage points) is explained by this crude approximation for
nonintender purchases.
An alternate way of investigating the same proposition with somewhat
different assumptions involves correlating M—the change in the propor-
tion of "don't know" households—with the purchase rate of nonintenders.
The latter can be estimated by the following procedure.
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1. Using the probability weights assigned above to the various
intender groups, estimate the actual purchases of nonintenders
by calculating x—p' — dfrom Table 15.
2. Estimate the purchase rate of nonintenders by dividing the pro-
portion of nonintenders into estimated purchases' by nonintenders;
that is, divide x—— dby column 7 of Table 14.The resulting
values can be thought of as estimates of mean ax-ante purchase
probability among nonintenders.
Designating the nonintender purchase rate as s, and it's year-to-
year change as is, we have
Ls =0.04+ 2.6Thd, r20.21
The correlation between i.sandM, while positive, is not significantly
different from zero at conventional levels.This test thus implies a less
strong association between changes in the purchase probability of non-
intenders and changes in the proportion of "don't know" households than
the set of regressions discussed earlier.It should be noted, however, that
relative to the earlier regressions, the Ls,Ld test has an added constraint
as well as an extra degree of freedom.32
Another intdresting piece of time series evidence concerns the explana-
tory power of the above intender series net of other variables that are
associated with purchase rates.In the final chapter of this monograph
I present cross-section data in which durable goods purchases are regressed
on some fifteen independent variables.Some of the independent variables
represent circumstances that were known at the survey date (designated as
initial-data variables), while others represent circumstances that were
wholly or partly unforseen at the survey date (designated as intervening
variables).The probability hypothesis implies that initial-data variables
should be more strongly related to buying intentions than to purchases,
while the opposite relation should hold for intervening variables.Fur-
ther, the hypothesis implies that intervening variables will make a larger
contribution than initial-data variables to an explanation of the residual
variance in purchases, buying intentions held constant.The argument is
simply that the influence of initial-data variables will be accounted for by
intentions because the values of such variables are known to the respondent
32Thetwo procedures would show substantially similar results if the regression of
ix on (p' + d) yielded a slope coefficient close to unity.This is the general nature of
the constraint; the data show that the regression coefficient of(p' + d) is considerably
higher than unity (see Table 16).On the other hand, the /s/d correlation permits
the regression coefficient of Lsd to vary, while the first procedure forces the coefficients
of fid and Ap' to equality.There are other differences as well in the two procedures,
but these are the most important ones.
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at the time intentions are reported; this is less true of intervening variables
because they reflect wholly or partly unforseen events that influence
actual purchases but not buying intentions or purchase probabilities.33
On this line of argument, changes in concurrent income, as compared
with past income, should be more strongly associated with changes in
purchases, less strongly associated with changes in buying intentions.
Past income change is clearly an initial-data variable, while concurrent
income is intervening to the extent that the change is not foreseen.
TABLE 17
TIME SERIES CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CHANGE IN NEW AUTOMOBILE
PURcHASE RATES, THE CHANGE IN AUTOMOBILE BUYING INTENTIONS,
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. 94b .38 .05. 71'
SOURCE: Basic data for purchases and buying intentions are shown in Table 15;
concurrent and past income changes calculated from the Survey of Current Business,
U.S. Department of Commerce, various issues.See Table 15 and the above text for
explanation of symbols.
a F ratio significantly different from unity at 0.05 level.
b F ratio significantly different from unity at 0.01 level.
Designating concurrent income change as ó.y and past income change
as 4y_,34 the results shown in Table 17 are obtained.
Concurrent income is more highly correlated with purchases than with
buying intentions, it is more highly correlated with purchases than is past
"See Chapter 7, pp. 166—168, for a more detailed analysis.
"The symbol dy_i is defined as the difference in disposable income between the
quarter immediately preceding the intentions survey and the comparable quarter one
year earlier.The symbol dy is defined as the average difference in disposable income
between the first two quarters of a twelve-month purchase period and the comparable
two quarters one year earlier; both differences are measured in billions of current
dollars.Interestingly enough, when concurrent income change is measured further
along in the purchase period, its correlation with the purchase rate is weakened, possi-
bly because of a lag in the relation between the two. A similar pattern of results is
shown in Flechsig's manuscript.
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income, and it adds considerably more to the explanation of purchases net
of buying intentions than does past income; all these results are in accord
with predictions.Actually, a linear combination of change in buying
intentions—z(p' + d+ z)—andconcurrent income—by-—explains almost
all of the variance in purchase rates, and an F test indicates that both
partial correlations are highly significant.The explanation of purchases
is hardly improved at all when past income is added to concurrent income
and buying intentions (compare equations n and o in Table 17).How-
ever, many of the predicted relations involving income changes and buying
intentions do not appear.Concurrent income is somewhat more strongly
(rather than less strongly) associated with intentions than is past income
and concurrent income adds more than past income to an explanation of
buying intentions (compare equations i, j,and1 in Table 17).
The findings of this exploratory time series investigation are summarized
in Chart 5.The upper panel shows first differences in the actual purchase
rate of new automobiles, and in the rate of expected purchases by intenders,
nonintenders plus don't know households, and the sum of the two.In
almost every time period, it is evident that adding nonintenders' expected
purchases (estimated as described above) to those of intenders improves
the fit with actual purchases.The lower panel shows first differences in
actual purchases plotted against regression estimates based on expected
purchases and on the combination of expected purchases and concurrent
income.The latter combination of variables evidently explains almost all
of the variance in actual purchases.
Let me note once again that the above results cannot be viewed as con-
clusive evidence in favor of either the analytical model developed in this
chapter or of the empirical assumptions used above.The level of
statistical significance attributed to these results is undoubtedly exag-
gerated; the particular constructs used in the correlation analysis were
neither the first used nor the only reasonable ones that could have been
used.Hence, more degrees of freedom have in fact been used up than
appears to be the case, and there is no formally correct way to adjust the
results to account for this.In my judgment, the chances are better than
even that the general pattern of the empirical results is substantive; that is,
some such assumption as made above about movements in mean purchase
probability among nonintenders is likely to improve purchase predictions
based on buying intentions surveys.I doubt that the particular assump-
tion made above is the most appropriate one, and I suspect that direct
measurement of purchase probability among nonintenders would turn
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CHART5
Change from Preceding Year in Twelve-Month
Purchase Rates of New Automobiles Compared with
Corresponding Change in Rate of Expected Purchases
x = Actual purchase rate
p = Expected purchase rate of ntenders
(d+z) = Expected purchase rate of nonntenders
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Actual Purchases, Regression Estimates of Purchases
Ex =—2.91+.79t(p+d+z)+
.x=—.11+ 1.l7ts(p'+d+z)
Source: Basic data from Table 15.BUYING INTENTIONS AND PURCHASE PROBABILITY: I
Summary
On the whole, the evidence tends to support the hypothesis that questions
about intentions to buy elicit responses drawn from a continuous distribu-
tion of purchase probabilities.No convincing evidence is available on
the shape or the stability of the distribution functions, nor is it known
whether the mean of these functions can be accurately estimated from the
proportion of the sample in the upper tail.It also seems clear that the
typical intentions questions in current use tend to be relatively inefficient
in that substantial numbers of households reporting that they "intend to
buy" have lower purchase probabilities than some households not so
reporting.Given these results, further experimentation with survey
design seems to be called for, and the objective is self-evident.If a
continuous distribution of purchase probabilities characterizes the uni-
verse, a survey should attempt to estimate the mean of this distribution.
The simplest procedure is to estimate the distribution and compute the
mean directly.In this way no assumptions need be made about the
distribution function, its stability over time, or the relation between the
mean and the proportion of households in the upper tail.It may turn
out that only parts of the distribution are of interest for prediction pur-
poses, but I see no way of deciding this question on a-priori grounds.
There are, of course, many possible procedures by which such informa-
tion might be obtained, including the direct approach.I know of no
convincing evidence that survey respondents would experience more
difficulty in answering the question "What are the odds that you will buy
A next year?" than in answering the kinds of questions currently used in
intentions surveys, e.g., "Do you intend to buy A next year?" and "How
certain are you of these plans?"Itis even possible that the direct
approach is the best, particularly since differences among households in
the interpretation of a survey question may well be greater when literary
terms are used than when numerical scales are explicit in the question.
That is to say, on a-priori grounds it could be argued that the variance in
cut-off probability (and, therefore, in purchase probability) among those
reporting that they "definitely intend to buy within n months" is greater
than the variance among those reporting that "the odds on buying within
n months are better than two to one."35These are questions ofjudgment,
however, and nothing in the above data suggests that one or another way
of measuring subjective probability is superior.It may be that a more
complicated procedure, involving combined responses to several questions,
"The illustration assumes that average probability is the sameinboth cases.
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would be more accurate than simpler and more direct methods.This
question is entirely open; but the conclusion seems inescapable that more
precise and comprehensive scaling of the entire probability distribution is
an essential requirement for increasing the accuracy of predictions based
on survey data.
Granting that the probability model constitutes the most plausible
interpretation of intentions data, a number of problems remain about how
such data are to be used for predicting purchases of durable goods.First,
is the cut-off probability corresponding to a given intentions question the
same for all commodities and for all households in the population?If not,
what are the characteristics to which the Carerelated?These questions
are discussed in the next chapter.Second, how do unanticipated events
(contingencies) influence the translation of initial probabilities into
purchases?The third is similar to the second.Do concurrent attitudes
have any effect on the initial probabilities associated with responses to
questions about buying intentions or about explicit probabilities?These
problems are discussed in Chapter 6.Finally, are the ex ante purchase
probabilities associated with responses to a specific set of questions about
buying intentions (or explicit probabilities) invariant over time?That is,
are time series differences in average probability for the population accu-
rately reflected in the changing proportion of responses to a fixed scale, or
does the probability associated with a particular response vary systemati-
cally with particular kinds of circumstances, e.g., the level of unemploy-
ment, the state of business activity, etc.?In principle, one needs a series
of observations Ci...,relatingto different time periods. My analysis
implicitly assumes that a set of such observations will show only random
variation due to sampling error.This problem is not discussed here;
the necessary data cannot be readily obtained from any source, and can-
not be obtained at all from the CU survey materials.
Appendix I: A Geometrical Model of the
Subjective Probability Hypothesis
By amplifying the distribution function in Chart 1, I shall elaborate the
subjective probability hypothesis and present some crude tests of its
empirical content.The upper panel of Chart 6 shows the same distribu-
tion function as in Chart 1, i.e.,
1.0 n=f(Q), 1
and the cumulative distribution function obtained by summing from C =0
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CHART6
Illustrative Distributions of Households
by Subjective Purchase Probability, by Expected Purchases,
and by Average and Marginal Purchase Probability
















By Average and Marginal Purchase Probability
The middle panel of Chart 6 shows an expected purchases (b) function
obtained by. multiplying the number of households at each probabilit,r
level by the probability itself.If b households have purchase proba-
bilities equal to 0.5, we expect these households, on the average, to make
0.5b purchases.The middle panel also contains a cumulative expected








36 Idesignate Jf(Q), as N, to indicate that it is the cumulative number of house-
holds with probabilities less than C, that is, the number that would not report inten-
tions to buy if asked a question with a cut-off probability equal to C6.
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The two cumulative functions 1.1 and 2.1 have some useful properties.
Equation 1.1 shows the number of households with probabilities equal to
or less than C1.Equation 2.1 shows the expected number of purchases by
households with probabilities equal to or less than C1.In the top panel
of Chart 6, for example, N1 households have subjective purchase proba-
bilities equal to or less than C1.These N1 households, on the average,
will make purchases equal to B1, as indicated by the middle panel.
The ratio of these two cumulative functions—B,/N8—is thus the frac-
tion of households with QC, expected to purchase during the forecast
period.When C1 =1.0,this ratio is evidently equal to mean probability
for the sample as a whole, i.e., to x'; when C1 approaches zero, this ratio
will also approach zero.Two complementary cumulative functions,
specifying the number of households and number of expected purchases
for those with subjective probabilities equal to or greater than C,, can also
be constructed:




2.3 B + B = 101f(Q)dq= B,
and
3.0 B/N=x'
Further, Br/Nr is the fraction of households with Q>C1 expected to
purchase during the forecast period.When C1 is zero this fraction is equal
to the proportion of the entire sample that is expected to purchase, i.e.,
to x'.As C, approaches 1.0, this fraction will also approach 1.0.
The bottom panel of Chart 6 reproduces the cumulative functions 1.1
and 2.1 from the upper panels and, in addition, shows the relation between
N and both Br/NT and B,/NB.The last two are, of course, average
purchase probability for those with QC, andC1, respectively, since
they relate numbers of expected purchases to numbers of people in the
respective categories.These two ratios are plotted against the (hori-
zontal) subjective probability scale.The ratio Br/Nt varies from x' to 1.0
(and N varies from 0 to 100) as C, varies from 0 to 1.0.The ratio Ba/NS
varies from 0 to x' as C, varies from 0 to 1.0.
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The construction of these ratios is illustrated in the bottom panel of
Chart 6.When C is at E, N3 equals CE, and a proportion DE/CE is
expected to purchase; when C increases to E', N9 increases to C'E'; and a
smaller proportion, equal to D'E'/C'E', is expected to purchase. When
C1 approaches zero the ratio also approaches zero, and when C1 approaches
unity the ratio approaches x'.The resulting values of B8/NS will trace
out a curve from the lower left-hand corner of the diagram to x'. at the top.
Similarly for B7/N7: when C1 is at E, N7 equals AC; when C1 increases to E',
N7 falls to A'C'.In the former case, a proportion equal to BD/AC is
expected to purchase; and in the latter, a larger proportion, equal to
B'D'/A'C'. When C1 approaches 1.0, N7 approaches zero, and B7/N,.
approaches unity.When C1 approaches zero, N7 approaches 100, and
B7/N7 approaches x'.The resulting values of B7/NT trace out a curve
from x'7 at the bottom of the diagram to the upper right-hand corner.
I have noted above that BT/NT and BB/N. are essentially average pur-
chase probability functions for households with Q￿ C1and ￿C,respec-
tively.The cumulative frequency function—N8=J' f(Q)—canalso
be interpreted as a probability function, marginal (in the sense used by
economists in discussing cost or revenue functions) to both of the above
average probability functions.The cumulative function 1.1 shows the
number of households with probabilities equal to or less than some cut-off
point, C1.The marginal household in that function evidently has a proba-
bility of purchase, Q,equalto C1.Consequently, the ratio of the slopes of
the B and N functions at C4 must be the marginal probability of the C1th
household.Since the marginal probability is the same whether one is
cumulating households from C1 =0to C1 =1.0or vice versa, the cumula-
tive frequency distribution is marginal (in the above sense) to the aver-
age probability function with the origin in the lower left-hand corner
(B8/N8,QC1), as well as to the average probability function with the
origin in the upper left-hand corner (B7/NT,Q ￿C1).
Chart 7 is designed to make better use of the available data, and shows
the lower panel of Chart 6 for alternative distributive functions.The
axes have been rotated a quarter turn to the left, so that both marginal
and average (subjective) probability are now on the vertical axes; the
cumulative number (per cent) of households is on the horizontal.The
horizontal axis represents the proportion of nonintenders when it is read
as scaling 100 per cent to 0 per cent reading from left to right; it also
represents the proportion of intenders when read as 100 per cent minus
the proportion of nonintenders.The cumulative frequency function—
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N8 =JCsf(Q)5
the marginal probability curve, designated as Q.One
average probability curve is the ratio B/N; the other is the ratio BI/N8.
The first of these functions is designated r', the second s', in accordance
with the nomenclature used above. A horizontal line has been drawn
at x', the mean probability for the sample as a whole.The top panel of
Chart 7 shows these functions for a probability distribution with a very
small value of x'; second panel, the same functions for a distribution with
a very large value of x'; the third panel, the same functions for a rectangu-
lar distribution with x' =0.5;and the fourth panel, the same functions
for a normal distribution with x' also equal to 0.5.
Given a survey of intentions to buy, the survey question having a cut-off
probability of C2, and a subsequent survey of purchases, we will observe
some fraction (Pi) of the sample reporting intentions, a fraction (1 —p)
notreporting intentions, and fractions r2 and s of Pi and I —Pi,respec-
tively, actually purchasing. A fraction (xi) of the sample as a whole will
actually purchase.I assume that ex ante mean purchase probability for
any group is equal to the ex post fraction of the group observed to purchase,
although there is some regression bias in the relation between these two
measures as discussed above.Thus, x1 is an estimate of x'; r, of r'; and
s, of s'.Several combinations of points (r,)i and (s,I —P)ican be
located from the empirical data, although there are not any directly
observable measures of the corresponding cut-off probability, C2.Two
such combinations of points are illustrated in Chart 7, for cut-off points
designated Ci and C2.
From Chart 7 the same generalizations can be elicited as in the text
about the relation among r, s, p,andx.First, r exceeds s for any C; there-
fore, r2 —:8 mustalways be positive.Second, both r8 and :8arepositively
related to C,, hence negatively related to p1.Thesegeneralizations hold
for the distribution functions in all four panels and are therefore inde-
pendent of the value of x.Third, the relation between r —sand p
dependson x.When xis small (top panel), T —sis positively related to C;
hence, negatively related to p.Whenx is large (second panel), T —sis
negatively related to C; hence, positively related to p.37Inthe third
8Thelast two statements are clearly true in general for the functions shown in Chart
7: since r —s isnecessarily equal to x whenp is 100 per cent—and C =0—andto I —x
whenp is zero per cent—and C =1.0—itfollows that the correlation between r—
andp will tend to be negative if 1 —xis larger than x, and to be positive if x is larger
than 1 —x.Thus, the correlation between r— s andp must generally be negative for
functions like that in the top panel, positive for functions like that in the second paneL
It appears, however, that parts of the function may have the reverse relationship.
For example, the correlation between r— s andp for values of p close to 100 per cent
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panel, where x'0.5, there is evidently a zero correlation between r— s
andp because the former is a constant (0.5) throughout the entire range
of p.The last panel also has a distribution function with an x' of 0.5, but
with the characteristics of a normal (Gaussian) function rather than of a
rectangular function.In this panel there is zero linear correlation
CHART 8
Proportion of Sample Reporting Intentions to Buy
Automobiles, and Proportion of lntenders and Nonintenders




between r— s andp; however, there is a negative association between the
two in the region where pisless than 0.5, a positive association where pis
greater than 0.5.Finally, the variance in r— s, asa function of Corp,
mightwell be positive for functions like those in the top panel; and for functions like
those in the second panel, the correlation might well be negative for values of p close
to zero, i.e., where nonintenders are close to 100 per cent.If functions were drawn for
values of x slightly under 0.5 (top panel) or slightly over 0.5 (second panel) it would be
impossible to tell by visual inspection whether the correlation between r— s andp was







Source: Basic data from Tables 9 and 10.
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depends on the value of x.The closer x comes to 0.5, the smaller the
variance of (r— s); thecloser x comes to either 0 or 1, the larger the
variance.All these generalizations can be observed in the data, as
already discussed in the text.
It is an interesting exercise to plot some of the observed (r,p)iand
(s,1 —p)points to get a clearer view of the probability distributions for
CHART9
Proportion of Sample Reporting Intentions to Buy
Washing Machines, and Proportion of Intenders and Nonintenders
Purchasing Within a Six-Month Period
different items.All observed functions have values of x that are below
0.5; consequently, functions like those in the top panel of Chart 7 are
appropriate.The data for automobiles, for washing machines, and for
clothes dryers are plotted in Charts 8, 9 and 10.These data are repre-
sentative of the least skewed function (automobiles), the most skewed
(clothes dryers), and the "typical" function (washing machines).Points




Source: Basic data from Tables9and 10.
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Tables 9 and 10.Although some observations for the Qfunctionare
available, they all consist of averages for fairly large segments, that is, of
mean probability between two unknown cut-off points.These are
plotted at (Q..,p1); thatis, the mean probability for households with
probabilities lower than i but higher than jislocated at p.Suchpoints
are necessarily too far to the right, and an arrow indicates this fact.38
CHART 10
Proportion of Sample Reporting Intentions to Buy
Clothes Dryers, and Proportion of Intenders and Nonintenders











Source: Basic data from Tables 9 and 10.
The empirically observed points in these charts are plotted from data in
Tables 9 and 10.Panel A in these tables contains points on the Qfunc-
tion; Panel B has points on the r' function; Panel C, points on the s'func-
tion.The r'ands'functionsare drawn to correspond roughly to the
observed points, account being taken of the regression bias noted above.
Because of this bias the observed (r,p)pointswill generally be below the
38Itcannot be correct to plot these q points midway between Pt and p, since the Q
function is not a straight line.The i,...,jpoints are so far apart that location at
the midpoint is a poor estimate.
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true (r',p)point,since ex ante probability must be higher than the ex post
purchase rate for groups of households in the upper tail of the distribution.
Conversely, the observed (s,l —p)points will generally be above the true
(s',l —p)tpoints.In Charts 8, 9, and 10 the bias is clearly evident in
the s' function; any reasonable estimate of this curve must lie below the
observed s points, especially for relatively high values of p.
Appendix II: An Estimate of the Potential for
Improvement in the Prediction of Purchases
One additional piece of empirical data can be brought to bear on the
prediction problem.Granting the probability hypothesis, there are only
two reasons that a survey of buying intentions will produce an erroneous
forecast of the population purchase rate: first, the survey may not yield
enough information for a reliable estimate of mean ex ante purchase proba-
bility, because the proportion reporting that they intend to buy is a less
than perfect substitute for the mean; second, the ex post purchase rate
may diverge from ex ante mean purchase probability because of unforeseen
events.Evidently, only the first type of error can be reduced or elimi-
nated by improvements in survey design.39But are errors of the first type
large enough to merit a serious attempt to reduce or eliminate them?
The question cannot be answered with precision, but an estimate of the
minimum size of type I errors can be obtained from the data.In Chapter
2 estimates are given of the proportion of the variance in actual purchases
explained by responses to each of the intentions questions—that is, the
cross-section r2 (coefficient of determination) between X and F, where both
X and P are dichotomous (1,0) variables.But T2X,Pisless than unity
because of the effects of the two types of error just discussed.4°And an
"Errors due to unforeseen events can be reduced only if both the functional relation
between cx ante probability and unforeseen events, as well as the events themselves,
can be specified.In that case perfectly accurate contingent forecasts would be possible.
40Itmay be objected that the cross-section correlation would be less than unity
even if a perfectly accurate measure of cx ante purchase probability were available for
each household and no unforeseen events took place during the period.The observed
values of X are inherently dichotomous—either a household purchases the commodity
or it does not—but cx ante probability is presumably a continuous function.Thus, of
100 households with probabilities of 0.1, on the average 10 will buy and 90 will not
buy; and the cross-section correlation T2XQ,whereQ is purchase probability, will be
less than unity.
The objection, while valid, does not affect the analysis.The observed values of
r2xp, where both I (purchases) and P (intentions to buy) are (1,0) variables, are
unbiased estimates of r2,,, where x and p are the proportions of purchasers and intenders
drawn from a number of randomly selected subsamples.But if purchase probability
were an available datum, the correlation between values of mean purchase proba-
bility and the proportion of purchasers drawn from the same randomly selected sub-
samples would be unity, assuming that no unforeseen events occur and that the sub-
samples are very large.
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estimate of the maximum size of type 2 errors can be obtained from the
data; hence, also, an estimate of the minimum size of type 1 errors.
The argument is as follows: errors due to the influence of unforeseen
events essentially constitute a regression bias.As noted above in the
section "The Problem of Bias," this is one of the reasons that r is a down-
wardly biased estimate of r'; s2, an upwardly biased estimate of /.Al-
though there is no way to estimate the true value of r', there are several
ways of estimating the maximum value of r', given the commodity and
the buying intentions question.
To begin with, it has previously been demonstrated that the following
inequality must hold by definition:
Ir','O;
thatis, both r' and s' must be between zero and unity.Further, both r'
and s' are also constrained by the definitional relation
=r'+ s'(l —p)
Sincer' cannot be greater than unity nor s' less than zero, it follows that




Thuswhen p is greater than x', r' will have a maximum value of less than
unity and s' a minimum value of zero; where p is less than x', r' will have a
maximum value of unity and s' a minimum value greater than zero.4'
The above analysis thus provides two independently derived upper
limits to the value of r'1, and two independently derived lower limits to






41 Both the above constraints are ineffective when x is approximately equal to p.
In such cases the value of (max. r'— mm.s')willbe approximately unity, and the
value of max. r1X.p willalso be close to unity.
42 Estimates of max. r'andmm. / can also be obtained from Tchebycheff's Inequal-
ity,but the procedure is more complicated and the results are much the same.Given
the true mean and standard deviation of any distribution, Tchebycheff's Inequality
states that no more than 1 /1' cases will be beyond il standard deviations from the mean,
regardless of the shape of the distribution.Turning this theorem around, the pro-
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An estimate of the maximum correlation between X and P can evidently
be obtained from the above maximum or minimum estimates, since
max. T2Xp=(max.r' —mm.s')2 —P)
x(1—x)
These estimates (of max. r21,p) constitute the proportion of variance in
purchases that could conceivably be explained by buying intentions if
unforeseen events are given the maximum possible weight; the residual
variance (1 —max.r2xp) must therefore be an estimate of the minimum
unexplained variation in purchases attributable to the use of a dichoto-
mous (1,0) buying-intentions variable, rather than a continuous distribu-
tion of ex ante probabilities, in making predictions.Table 18 summarizes
these estimates for each of the thirteen commodities and for several of the
buying-intentions questions; the observed proportion of the variance in X
explained by P is also shown.
The data suggest that, although unforeseen events may have served to
reduce the purchases-intentions correlation very considerably, any reason-
able estimate of their importance still leaves a good deal of variation in
purchases that cannot be explained by a dichotomous intentions variable.
In very few cases does it appear that much more than two-thirds of the
total variance in purchases could have been explained by intentions,
making an extremely generous allowance for the part of total unexplained
variance due to unforeseen events.I conclude that there is a considerable
potential for improvement if a survey can be designed that will yield more
information about the probability distribution.To what degree this
potential can be realized is, of course, a question on which the available
data shed no light at all.
portion of cases equal to 1/k2 can be no more than k standard deviations from the mean.
Defining p as 1 //c2,andassuming that the mean of the cx ante distribution, x', is equal
to the observed purchase rate (x), it follows that p cases can be no more than the
distance x + cr'/\/.But this is the same as saying that
max. C =x+ o'/,/p
Giventhatr' =(r' — s') \/p(i—p)(see above, p. 53), and that s'
= X
(see above, p. 52), and assuming that the distribution above C is rectangular, it turns
out that
1/2(1 +x' —x'/1 —p) mâx.r
I —1/2/i —p
Given max. r',andmtn. s'c, max. r'x.p can be readily estimated.The distribution free
assumption in the Tchebycheff theorem, however, typically provides estimates of
max. r'thatare much the same as those shown in Table 18.
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TABLE 18
PROPORTION OF VARIANCE IN PURCHASES EXPLAINED BY






Automobiles .080 .120 .079 .072
Furniture .096 .118 .067 .063
Carpets & rugs .077 .076 .027 .046
High-fidelity equipment.043 .059 .060 .021
Range .095 .130 .055 .079
Refrigerator .098 .084 .089 .083
Washing machine .055 .114 .068 .049
Television set .010 .068 .040 .012
Air conditioner .066 .072 .084 .082
Clothes dryer .036 .063 .044 .050
Dishwasher . .103 .070 .078 .067
Food freezer .053 .065 .047 .049
Garbage disposal .044 .082 .044 .031
ESTIMATED MAXIMUM PROPORTION
(mfix. r2xp)
Automobiles .373 .854 .753 .523
Furniture .681 .580 .652 .487
Carpets & rugs .740 .493 .504 .399
High-fidelity equipment.642 .491 .500 .307
Range .486 .735 .781 .598
Refrigerator .432 .679 .892 .522
Washing machine .421 .792 .685 .601
Television set .459 .710 .606 .424
Air conditioner .376 .725 .560 .427
Clothes dryer .596 .551 .578 .374
Dishwasher .725 .615 .610 .328
Food freezer .584 .722 .506 .309
Garbage disposal .647 .665 .553 .436
SOURCE: Data in upper panel derived from Chapter 2; data in lower panel estimated
according to procedures described in the text.
For a discussion of the intentions questions, see Chapter 2.
b The procedures for estimating mfix. T1XP are described in the text.An illustration
is as follows: For question As—definite intentions to buy automobiles within twelve
months—x =0.191and p =0.081.Hence the appropriate estimate of max. r' is
unity, since the alternative estimate—max. r' =—yields a value of r'j greater than
unity.The appropriate estimate of mm. s' is
mm. s =x'—p/i —p =0.110/0.9190.120.
Since
max. r2xp =(max.rj —mm.s')2p(1p)/x(1 —x),
max. T2XP =(1.0—.120)I.081(.919)/.191(.809);
max. r1xp.373.
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